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1.1. THE TERTIARY STRUCTtJR~; OF PR01'EIN3.
"A protein molecule may be compared to an animal in having a
three-dimensional anatomy laid out to a definite plan, rigid in some
parts and flexible in others, with perhaps Bome minor variations in
different individuals of the same species. The nature of this anatomy
\\,:::-:::::.:ft::1:.:::::.~::b::ma::.~~::n~:::::~~::; :;6:::
protein, bovine plasma albumin (EPA).
The tertiary structure of a protein is the manner in which the
peptide chain is folded upon itself to produce a more ordered molecule •
•
An understanding of this aspect of protein chemistry is essential in
order to explain why a protein can perform a given function. Tertiary
structure ls maintained by secondary forces which are generally
considered as electrostatio and hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen
bonding, van dar Waals forces and disulphide bridges.
A large amount o~ evidence has been aocumulated (Anfinsen, 1972)
wh~ch indicates that the tertiary structure of a protein is determined
by the nature and order of amino acids in its peptide chain. As a
result of this, one possible method, in the future, ot determining
the tertiary structure of a protein will probably be the prediction
of the shape of a protein by analysis of its primary structure.
This method is, however, still at a very early stage of development
and will suffer for SOllB time from insufficient data on which to base
its models (Robson and Pain, 1971). At the present time, theretore,
other methods have to be employed in the study ot the anatomy ot
proteins.
The method! which gives the most direct evidence of the structure
of a protein is x-ray crystallography. To date nearly th1rty
•
.proteins have had their structures solved to nea.r-atomic resolution




The basis ot this techniQ.ueis tbat whenx-rays are sboDathl'OUgh
a crystal, dittraction oocurs and a three-dimensional lattice ot
retlections is obtained. It the size ot the latt1ce and the intens1ty
and phases ot the retleotions are known, then the ahape ot the protein.
can be calculated. In t~ case ot prote1ns, in order to measure the
"
phases ot the retlect10ns it ia usuall1 necesa&r,yto tora crystal. 1n
which a heavy atom is bound to the mOlecule. Compariaonot the
dittraction pattern trom this type ot crystal with the nomal pattern
parmits calculation ot the phases ot the retlections.
The major limitation ot x-ray crystallograph1 is in obtaining
well-ordered su1tably-sized crystals~tor, as yet, 11ttle ls k.no1m
about the tactors governing the tormatlon ot protein crystals. The
degree ot order ot tbe crystal i. very important as 1t ls this, more
than a~hlD8 elae, whlch lWts the resolutloA ot t.hIItiDal electron
dens1ty map.
Another problem ot thls teohnlque la t.hat the oontormatlon ot
protelns ln crystals might be dltterent tram tbat ln solutlon. Two
lines ot evldence have dlspelled t.hi. oonoern : (1) the tact that
related proteins have s1m11arsbapes although t.hey have been crystall.1aed
ln very dlfterent. oondit.ions. ODe exampleot this is the s1ll1lar1t1
ot ::ldbollucleaseA, orystalilsed trom ammoniwDsulphate solu tion
(Wyckott!!i !!., 1967). ~nd r1boDUcleaseA, orystal11sed trom a 55
alcohol solution (K'artha.!J !l., 1967). Several other groups ot
protelns contlr.mth1s observat10n (Perutz, 1969). (2) ~ e~mes
st111 combinewith substrates and inhlbltors whencrystall1zad
:(Oosoharand Riohards, 1963; Sigler!l !...L. 196G)albeit ata reduced
l -6-
rate. in most cases.
A turther problem ot x-ray orystallography, at present, is that,
as larger p~teiDS are studied, it is becomingdittioult, in SOJ118
cases, to handle the large amountsot data involved. However,eveJl
at a low level ot resolution this teohzUquecan produce the overe.ll
shape ot a protein, the looation ot b1ndag Sites, the molecular
weight and the molecular symmetry.
Althcn-shx-ray crystallograplQ' +s the best Jll8thad ot obtain1.Dg
direct evidence ot protein stl'Uoture, it provides 11ttle intorat10n
about the 1nvolvementot the tertia17 struoture 1n the tunotioll ot the
molecule as the system being stud1ed 1s not a dyDaJD10ODe. In order
to overcomethis problem 1t 1s necessa17 to resort to less dlloeot
methodsot stl'Uctural aDalysi&wh1chcan be applied to a protein in
a morepl!y&iolog1calsituation. Suohmethods can be divided, to SOD
extent, 1nto physical and,chemical techniques. lIost ot the phys1cal
techniques are baaed on tu absorbance ot energy by ditterent groups
ot the molecule. The nature ot this absorbance retlects the propert1e.
ot the groups under study.
In the tollowing section several relevant pbysical _tho4a are
described. ~e tirst ot these are those baaed on tbe absorbance ot~
oircularlr polarised light br protei_.
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1.3. PHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF PROTEIN STRUCTURE.
Circular Dichrolsm and Optlcal Rotatory Disperslon.
Optical activity ot proteins maybe examined in two dltterent
ways. The tirst ls optical rotatory dispersion which measures the
dependenceot optical rotation on wavelength and the second 18
cirC1llar dichrolsm whichmeasures the ditterence between the
absorption 5i~ lett and right circularly polarised light. Clrcular
dichroism 1..~4 optical rotatory dispersion are ditterent manitestatlons
.'1: "
ot the S6mt p~nomeDOnand are related mathematlcally (ltoseow1tz, 1962).
In most cases clrcular dichroism is the preterred methodas it nelda
dlscrete spectral. bands unlike optlcal rotatory disperslon which gives
rise to bands ot intini te width.
In studylng the circular dichroism ot protein, intormation about
the tertiary structure is. prinCipally obtained trom the bands
corresponding to the aminoacid side chains. These lIIQ' retlect
teatures ot both the secondary and tertia1'7 structures. These bands
occur in the spectral region below 330 JIm. Below250 JIm the 8ide-
chain bands are more ditticult to study. because ot the presence ot banda _.
due to the peptlde backbone. The main bands which are present are
due to tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalaJ:L1Dl:.and histidine residues
as well as disulphide bridges. The size ot a band and ita po8ition
will depend on the contormation ot the. peptide backbone, the
/environment ot the side-chain and the ionization ot the residue in
the case ot t)"l'OsineaDdhistidine. As a result the side-cba1n
circular dichroic spectra ot protein are usually very complex
(Baychok!l~.1966) beoause ot the overlap ot close11 positioned
banda. At present insufticient intormation i8 available trommodel
-8-
srstems, and other sources, to permit a detailed analrsis ot such
spectra, but once the data ~"'eavailable it is hoped that the
complexit:yot the circular dichroio spectra ot proteins will pro'Vide
.
accurate results concerning their tertiar:y stl'llcture. Circular
dichroism is, however, currentl:y being used to atudy. in detail,
changes in tertiary structure whlch have been characterised using
other methods (Hess, 1969). Oneexampleot thi. ia the _,. in
.wh1chthe change in the circular di~hrol0 spe'ltrum ot oh:ymotr:yp-
tinogDn. caused b:yits aotivation, can be ana~.y3edon the basis ot
x-ra:y data and related to the movementot specltic residues (J4cCann
~ !l., 1969).
A physical methodwhioh has required less stud1 than circular
dichroism tor 1ts results to be capable ot detailed analrs18 and
which is as a result, a moreadvanoedand pl'Obab11more productlve
methodot investigat1D& the tertiar,y structure ot proteins ls
tluorescence speotrosoopy.
1.3.2•. Fluorescence.
The basis ot tluorescence ia that oertain moleoules absorb
energJ' tram incident light and movetrom.a ground state. which is
the lowest enerS7 state ot a molecule, to an exoited state.
Excitation oocurs trom.the lowest vibrational level ot the ground
state to the various vibrational levels ot the exoited state. In
/
solution the excess 'Vibrational enerS7 is lost b1 thermal exchange
with the solvent so that within about 10-12s the molecule goes
to the lowest vibrational leftl ot the excited state, trom which
emission ot tluorescenoe ocours as the molecule returDS to one ot
the vibratioml levels ot the ground state. In movingto the
-9-
lowest vibratloMl energy ot the ground state turther energy is
lost. Slnce vlbrational energy ls lost in the exclted state,
the energy drop on emisslon ot tluorescence wl1l always be les8
than or equal to the energy absorbed in excitation. As a result
the wavelengthot tluorescence is normally longer than. that of
excitation. Only one fluorescence band is observed as tluorescence
alW81'S occurs tl'Omone energy level.
Three types ot fluoresoent groups are used ln protein studles.
F1rstly there are the three fluorescent aminoac1ds wh1choccur
Mturally in protelns: tryptophan, tyrosine and phen,:lalan1ne.
Secondly there are certaln enzymecotactors whichwl11 act as
fluorescent chromphores. The third type of fluorescent molecule
used ls one which can be artificially attached to the protein. The
advantage of the last:. group is that the area of the protein to be
investigated can be seleoted morepreoisely.
nuoresoent probes oan be used to measure the polaritY' ot their
particular location as this attects the position of the eDdssion
spectral. band (Stl"1er. 1965). A turther applioation of fluoresoeno.
is in measurin.gthe distance betweengl'OUpSwithin a prote1n,as tlla
prox1m1tyot two groups can be related to the efficiencY' with whlch
energy is transferred between their excited state. (Strrer & Haugland,
1967)• A tlMl methodln wh1chtluorescence can be applied to an.
investigation of the tertlary structure ot proteins i. in measuri.ag
/
the decaY'ot tluorescence polarization. In this oase the protein.
solution is subjected to polarized radiation. This causes the
fluorescent ohromophoreswhlch are parallel to the direotion of
polarization to be preferentiallY' excited. The intensities ot
fluoresoence parallel and perpendicular to the plane ot the exciting
-10-
irradiation are measuredas a tunotion ot time. Fromthis,
intormt1on on the rigidity ot the protein and 1ts molecular shape
can be obtained. It oan be seen, theretore, that tluorescence
techniques can be employedas very usetul probes ot protein structure.
The next two methodsto be oons1deredare at present stUl very
mch at the developmentalstage and suffiCient data ha~ not been
gathered to perm1t them to be used to a large extent 1n the study ot
the tertiar,y structure ot proteins. Theydo, however,posses8
great potent1al tor developmentas sensit1ve techniques.
1.3.3. NUclearMagneticResonance(N.M.R.)and Eleotron
Paramagnetic Resonance (I.P.R.)
N.~R. i8 a very sensitive method01' investigating the structure
ot prote1ns in solution. It i8 a torm ot spectroscopy based on tbe
absorbance ot radio frequency electromaguetio radiat10n by atomic
nuolei, hav1ngnuclear sp1n (I) greater than zero, whenplaoed 1n a
strong magnet1ct1eld. The absorption occurs wbenthe ~clei move
trom a lower to a h1gher energy level.
An N.ll.R. spectrum can provide the tollowing tntormation about
tbe speoies ot atombeing studied ::~ (1) the cbemical bonding ot the
atom, (2) the numberot identioal nuolei in neighbOUringgroupe,
(3) the numberot nuclei in a given chemical configuration and (4)
the mobility ot the nuclei and their exchangebetweenditterent
chemical environments. /
By tar the most;commoDlystudied nucleus in this tieldJ1s
the hydrogennucleus (I -1-). A high prote1n concentration i8
required tor goodsensitivity in this oase. Another problem is
that, as the size ot the.:.protein inoreases (above 20,000 D.)
-11-
its mobility in the solution decreases leading to loss ot resolution
ot the NeU.R.spectrum. Evenwhenstudying smller proteins the
Sp8ctl'Wllobtained is very complex, but sutticient data are DOW
becomingavailable to permit analysis ot the results (lletcalte, 1970).
Several lDBthodex1st ot simp11fy1ngthe N.ll.R. study of prote1n8 :
(1) bY the use ot proteins in which all but a taw amino acids are
deuterated. The observed. resonances will then be due to the
undeuterated residues (148rkley~ !!.•1968). (2) The changes
in the N.M.R. spectrum of a small molecule when it 1s bound to a
protein can also be studied (Baferty- ~ !!_., 1969). . (3) As about
~ ot enz1lll8Srequire a metal tor their action, the spect1"Wllot the
metal ion in the protein, where possible, 1s another source ot
informat1on (Kildvan and Cohn, 1970). Onegood exampleot the
application ot N.U.R. to the study ot protein structure is in the
1nvest1gat10n ot the b1nd1ngsites tor sugar molecules on lysozyme
(Raf~e"'1' ~ !!., 1968).
E.P.R. is the absorbance ot microwavefrequency electromagxl8tic
radiation by unpaired electrons whenplaced in a strong magllStio
tield. In this case the absorption is also due to a IIIOvement
between energy levels. The spectrum obtained will give _ch more
10cali8ed information than that ot N.U.R. as atoms containing tree
electrons are not spread throughout a protein. The use ot E.P.R. in
structural studies on proteins i8 confined to two areas: (1) metal
atoms containing an unpaifed eleotron (Malmstrom!! !!., 1968) and
(2) the study ot speotral changes occuning whena small molecule
containing an unpaired electron is attached to a protein (McConnell,
1971). Although magnetio resonance techniques are still being
developed they have the potential to supply a large amountot detailed
·-12-
information about the tertiary structure ot proteins.
Another methodot spectroscopy used in the study ot protein
structure is a technique whioh utilizes one ot the better-known
t:ypes ot absorbance tound 1n proteins - ultraviolet absorbance.
Ultraviolet difference spectroscoRl.
/
OIlSWe.'! ot overcomingthe complexity ot the ultraviolet
absorbance spectra ot proteins is to measure the difference 1n
absorbance ot identical concentNtions ot a protein ln dlfterent
environments. In this wayall cODU!l)nteatures ot the spectra are
cancelled out and only those chroJlX)phoreswhose absorptlon has been
changed by the alteration or perturbation ot the envlronmentwill be
evident as positive or negative bands. The most extensively studled
residues in this type ot experiment are t1"1Ptophansand tyros1nes.
A sophisticated applIcation ot thls technique has been developed
by Laskowskl (1966) and is knownas solvent perturbatlon spectroscopy-.
In thls, the pl'Otein enviroDJDentls perturbed by additlon ot a non-
aqueous component.· Only chromophorespresent on the surface ot the
protelnwill have altered absorbances whlle those in the hydrophoblc
inter1o~ mll be unchanged. It the size ot the perturbant i.
altered the accesslbility ot cbromophorBs.in crevices 1n the protein
can be investigated.
At present the topographt ot .. numberot protei_ has been
studied uslng thls technique and 1t has been showntbat although
tryptophans and tyros1nes are~m:rmal.ly hydrophobio at least so_




There are physical techniques available to the proteln chemist
other than those mentionedabove tor the investigatlon ot the
tertiary structure ot proteins. These do not give detailed lntol'mt10n
but rather glve an ldea ot the general shape ot the protein, .bather
,/
it is rod-like, spherical, ellipsoid etc. Themat commonmethods
ot providing thls type ot data are light-scatterlng, viscosit1,
ultracentrifugation and electron microscOP1.
The physical methodsdisaussed so tar can provide quite
detailed intormation about the general structure and, in somecases,
the relationship betweenstructure and !Unction ot a protein.
HOwever,the methodsdescribed in the tollow1ng section, the
chemical techniques ot lnvesti'gating protein structure, can otten
provide more specltic 1ntormation about the tertiary structure ot
proteins, especially the active site ot an enzyme.
-14-
cm:MICAL INVESTIGATION OF TERTIARY S,TRU'C1URE.
ChemicalMOditication.
Oneusetul application ot chemical methods in the investigation
ot protein structure is in intramolecular crosslinking. Br using a
:-.bitunctional reagent to react with two residues on the protein's
/
surtace, groups which are close neighbours can be identitied and
the distance between such groupe can be calculated. in somecases.
by break1ng down the moditied protein and studying the peptldes
obtained (Wald. 1967).
Somemore localised intormation about the structure ot prote1n8
can be obtained by chemically altering the acti-re site ot an enzyme.
Consideration ot the ettect ot the moditication on the activity ot
the enzym leads to a great deal ot data about the groupe invol-red
in, and the structu1."9around the active site ot an enzym. A more
sophisticated application ot this method is aftinity labelling.
(Wotsyet al•• 1962) in which the mod1tyil18reagent 18 structure.ll)"
s1m1lar to the eIlZymesubstrate and, as a result, generally proaa.ces
a mod1tication only at the active site. This metbodwas used in a
study ot the protease chymotrypsin in which the affinity label L -
(1 - tosyl.am1do- 2 - phaIl1l) ethyl chlol'OlIBth11ketone l'9acted
only with Ris 5'1 ot the enzyme, impl71n8 that this residue was part ~ '.
ot the act1ve site (Ong~ al., 1965).
Tbe above two techniques are both Te1"1 specialised appl1cat1o~
ot Olle ot the main chemical methods ot investigat1ng the shape ot
proteins, chemical moditication.
The tirst aspect which DUstbe considered in a study ot the
chemical moditication ot :proteins 1. the tactors which att.ct the
-15-
reactivity ot the 1'Unctionalgroups on the protein, and ot the
reagent used:
1) Thepolarity of the localised area of the reaction.
Since the reactivity ot a functional group is measuredby ita
nuoleophllicity, whioh is otten related to its basicity, tbe pK
.:of the group is an important tactor. However,it is diffioult to
est1mate the local polarity of a funotional group tram its pIt as
this is also affected by other fac~ors.
2) The proximity or charged species.
These een alter the pIC of the functional group and can also
attract or repel the mod1tyingreagent (French ~ !le, 1963)
3) The sterlc effect.
This can be of two types, either hindre.nceof the reaction
due to the presence ot a rulk1 residue near the functional group on
the protein surface (Oobanand Jonas, 1963) or inaccessibility ot the




The rate ot chemical moditication can be altered it the
modifying reagent is preferentially adsorbed to a particular region
ot the protein (Fondaand Anderson, 1969).
Thera are other tactors which could intlueJlC8 the reactlT1ty ot
functional groups in protell18 but little, as yet. is kllOWD. about them.
These include charge transter. covalent bond tormation. metal chelation
and treedom ot rotation ot the tunctional group.
The tactors listed above illustrate that the reactivity ot
a functional group is very' dependent on its environment. It the
indlvldual reactivlties ot a given type ot tIlnctional &roupare
studied using chemical moditication, each gl.'OUpwill pt"Ovidesome
data ~bout the structure ot Its Olm particular location. As a
/
result, information can be deduced about the general tertia.r,y
structure ot the protein.
Any deductions that are mademust be v1ewedwith the knowledge
that there are several lim1tatioIlS inherent in the technique ot
chemical modification. Onesuch limitation is the tact that tew
chemical moditiers are totally specitic. Another problem i8 that
all JlDdU'ications will cause somechange in the protein structure.
P\trthermore, ,it 1s also ditticult to assume that the eftect ot a
JlX:)dUyingcompoundwill not var,y trom one protein to another.
Oncea protetn has uDdergone.chemical mod1tication. the .tent
ot the reaction is otten measured, attar isolation ot tl:le protein,
by methods such as isotopic label or absorbance ot the modifying
spec1es. Identitication ot the moditied residues usually raqatres
degradation ot the protein and aminoacid 8.D8.l)"ais. lor this reason,
moditications which give rise to unstable products can be unsuitable.
It is also ditticult to produce a stable moditication whichwill
emergeas a discrete peak OD. aminoacid aJl&lys1a.
Results ot ChemicalMOditication.
Aa long '18 the l1m1tationa ot chemical moditication mentioned
above are acknowledgedand the results obtained are, theretore,
treated with due caution, a large amountot data can be colleoted
-17..
concerning the degree ot exposure ot reactive groups in proteins.
One 'Way in wh1chth1s problem can be stud1ed 1s by react10n ot
the protein under constant condit1ons with an excess ot reatent tor
a suitable tim aDdthen determination ot the degree ot ~d1ticat10n
ot a certa1n type ot residue. As the I!I)l.arratio ot reagent to
prote 1n used is inoreased the num.b~rot groups mod1tiedwill 1ncrease
/
to a maximumvalue and no turther, as those groups which are wr1ed
in the protein w111not react at any conoentration ot reagent. In
this way, the numberot such groups in the protein oan be caloulated.
A second method ot obtaining information from chemical moditication
is to tollow the rate ot moditication with a given reagent. The
curve obtained can be resolved into a series ot tirst-order slopes
which will provide a rate constant tor the mod1ticat10n ot, and an
1dea ot the numberot d1tterent sub-aets in a given type ot tIlnctional
group (Ray and Koshland, 1962). An example ot ohemical JIIOditication
is seen in the work ot Counaris and Ottesen (1965) whotound that
only ten ot the eleven lysine reSidues in subtilisin could be
succi~lated. X-ray studies ot the protein (Wright.!! !!., 1969)
showthat only ten ot the lys 1na residues lie on the surface ot the
molecule. This could expla1n the ditterent react1v1ties observed.
The olassitication ot methods ot investigat1ng protein structure
into physical and chemical techniques is otten an arb1trary decision.
The last method to be descr1bed, hydrogen isotope exchange, has been
included under chemical teohniques because the methodot a.Dal,yai.
ot the results obtained 18 Similar to that ot chemical modltlcation.
;HydrogenIsotope ExchaAA!.
This technique ot structural anal:ysls ls baaed on the tact that
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hydrogen atoms 1n a prote1n in solution are continuallr exchanged
with hydrogen atoms in the solvent. Those bound to carbon atoms
exchange too slowly to be measured under normal experimental con-
ditions while most ot those bound to sulphur, oxygen and nitrogen
atoms exchange too quickly to be deteoted. In taot only amide
hydrogens exchange at an intermediate Tate and eaa be observed without
./
interference trom other exchang1ng species. The reason tor studying
the exchange ot amide hydrogens is that because they are linked to
the peptide backbone ot the protein their exposure to the solvent
depends on the contormation 01' the backbone, and the degree 01'
exposure is retlected in the exchanse rates.
The basic method ot measuring the rate ot exchange ot hydrogen
atoms in a protein is to permit the protein to exchange its protona
with one ot the isotopes ot hydrogen, either deuterium or tritium.
The amountot exchange which has occurred in a given tiJfIBcan then
be determined e1ther by direct measureJJBnt01' the amount 01' isotope
in the protein, using intra-red or N.Mia ...teohniques, or by separating,
trom a sample taken at that time, the solvent and protein, and
analysing either ot them to obtain the amount 01' isotope in the protein.
One commonlyused type 01' tri tlum exohange is the technique
devised by Englander (1963) in whioh protein is separated troll. tbe
tritiated butter by'gel tiltration.
SeWN attempts have been made to analyse hydrogen exchange
curves in terms ot difterent classes ot exohanging hydrogen atoma
(Ottesen, 1971). Untortunately there is insutt1cient 1ntormatioD.
in such ourves to permit a detailed analysis ot the types 01' pepti&t
backbone present in the protein. The major use ot h1drogen exohange
is in the detection 01' changes 1n the tertiary structure ot a protein,
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due to somealteration ot its environment.
One important tact which emerges trom a survey ot the techn1ques
for the study of protein struow.re, both physieal and chemical, is
that, because eaoh method 1nvolves a d1fterent princ1ple 1t 1s mch
more rewarding to study a prote1n using a variety ot methods rather
than just one. Th1s approac~ 1s, in tact, synerg1st1c,tor when
whenthe results of one methodare v1ewedin the l1ght ot results
from a second method, the informationwh1ch can be deduced is
greatly increased.
Having considered the DBllY' mthods of invest1gat1ng the tert1ary
structure of proteins, 'it would be usefUl to describe,. to SOIl8 extent,
the 1nformat1onavailable onthe propert1es ot the prote1n under






Plasma albu.m1nis found in the blood ot reptiles and all
higher species (Peters, 1970). It is, however, difficult to be
rigorous about this as the physical and chemical properties of plasma
/
albumin v&r1s11ghtly trom species to species and Since the protein
has no defined :t'Unction, its class1f1cation can sometimesprove
troublesome.
Albuminis by far the most abundant prOtein in blood, lJOrml
levels in mammals being about 60 - 70 g/l (Engle and WOOda, 1960).
Becauseof this high concentration and the ease of isolation ot the
protein. albumin was ODe ot the first proteins to be studied. This
is reflected 1n the similarity of its nameto the 110Malbumen. an
early Jl8JIIS tor proteins. In tact albuminwas first studied by
Liebig and lfilder in the late 1800's whenthe term "proteiIt' had
just been introduced, and by 1894 a procedure had been drawn up for
the crystallisation ot horse plasma albumin (GUrber, 1894). hom
that time, until the present dayt album1nbaa been the subject ot
mrs research than almost anr other protein.
Albuminis prepared commercially by a variation ot the co14-
ethanol methoddevised by Cohn.!! !!.,(1950) during Worldliar;- II.
Th1amethod involves the tractionation ot plasma proteins by ...
precipitation with ethanol at low temperatures. In the course ot
the fractionation, pH. temperature, ionic strength and ethanol
concentration are all varied to produce a good separation. trsins
this methodalbum:1ncan be precipitated in about 9&.'purity.
Albuminproduced in this JIIlnIler can then be used to prepare the
crystalllne torm ot the prote1n. Crystalllzat10n occurs JOOst
readUy trom concentrate&1:isiutionsat a pH just on the alkaline
side ot the Isoelectrlc polnt ot the proteln.
Metabolism
Although albumin ls uBua;ly assoclated wlth plasma, a sllghtly
hlgher total weight ls, in tact, tound in the interstitial tluid
ot mammalsthan in the ~lood and, to somedegree, albumin permeates
all extracellular tlulds and ls tound In all secretions and
excretions (Schultze and Heremans,1966). Albuminsynthesis appears
to take place in the liver and amountsto about a third ot the protein
production ot that organ (Schultze and Heremans,1966). There is
someevidence (Peters ~ !!., 1968) that the synthesls ot plasma
albuminmaybe regulated bl' altering the nwnberot liTer cells which
are actually producing the protein rather, than altering the rate ot
synthesls.
Although the catabolism ot Circulating albumin is by no means
completely resolved, the eTidence available suggests that the protein
is broken downby nearly allot the tissues ot the body as a source
ot aminoaclds in addltion to those derived troll. the plasma
(Radovich!]~., 1963). The rates ot synthesis and catabollsm.
are such that about one-twentieth ot the total albumin mass is
destroyed and replaced dally. :Oomparedwith other plasma.proteins,
it has 1lu1te a long halt-llte but the massot proteln inTolved 18
Ter'f muchlarger in the case ot albumin. This turnoTer rate ma7
be signifioant in a control process but it Is dlfticult to say;
just as it is dIffIcult to see why tissues require to break down
albuminas another source ot aminoaclds.
The regplatlon ot albumin synthesiS and catabolism Is atfected
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by three main factors: (a) the plasma al~ln level, (b) dletary
protein intake and (c) the act10n ot certa1n hormones (Peters, 1970).
Abnormal levels ot albumin in plasma are in manycases closely
related to disease or',injury (Me1ndok,1967).
1.5.3. Physical and Chemical Properties.
/
BPAis a one-chain globular protein. The generally accepted
value tor its molecular weight 1s around 65,000 (Xoenig and Perrlngs t
1952) although estimates have gone as high as 70,000 in some cases.
Sedimentation and diffusion data suggest that the molecule ls a
prolate ellipsoid of revolution with a major axis of 14 lUll. and a
minor one of 4 om (Squire ~ !l., 1968). The amino acid composition
ot EPAis -shownin Table 1. The hydrogen ion titration curve tor
the prote1n measures the ionizable groups on the molecule. From
the amino acid analysis lt appears that almost all_the possible groups
are capable of ionizlng as the number of titratable groups in EPA
(Tantord et al •• 1955) are 10('-carbo:zy1. 99}3-. ¥-carbox;yl.
16 imidazole, lOC-amino, 57 (-emioo, 19 phenolic and 22 guanidine
residues. One anomalous tactor in the hydrogen ion titration is
that the P- andll'-carbo~ groups and that-lysine groups have an
abnormally low intrinsic pR:while the value for the pheoolic groups
is higher than expected.
The primary sequence of BPAis, at present, under study. One
group of womers has produced what is virtually the complete sequence
ot the protein but one or two regions remain to be characterised
,
(Brown !] al •• 1971). King and Spencer (1972) are also. in the
process ot sequencing the peptides they obtain on cleavage of BPA
with cyaoogen bromide. It appears probable tJiat the complete amino
~id sequence ot 5A will be 1"8s01vedin the nea.r fUture.
TABlE I.
The Amino Acid Composition ot BPA.
The amino acid analysis ot BPAis taken trom the results ot
King and Spencer (1970). The !DllI1berot residues ot each amino
acid per mole ot EPA is expressed in terms ot the nearest integer
and is the average ot three determinations. The composit10n
shown here is in close agreement with other literature values
(Stein and Moore. 1949. Spahr and Edsall, 1964) t
AMINO ACID RESIDUES PER MOL BFA
Lysine 58
Histidine 1'1





















Oneinteresting aspect ot the protein BPAis that only
about two-thirds ot the albumin molecules in a typical preparation
have a measurable thio1 group (Bughes, 1950). According to the
amino acid analysis, it one as_sumesthat the max1mLuD. numbe~ot
disulphide bridges are tormd, eve17 molecule should have one tree
su1pbyd17l group. The albumin moleoules containing a tree
sulphydryl group were separated trom the remaining molecules by
51gbes (1947). This was aohieved by torming a d1merot the protein
containing the thiol group using mercu17. Atter separation, the
mercu17can be rellX)vedby reduction. As a result the albumin
containing a tree sulphydl'7l group 1s known as mercaptalbumin.
lensen (19~9) and others have also puritied msrcaptalbum1nby
chromatography-on ~ cellulose.
The cause ot the variation 1n the sulphydryl content ot BPA
was shownby Andersson (1966) to be the tact that in one-third ot
_the molecules the thiol group 1s maskedby d1sulph1de br1dge
tormation with cysteine and, to a lesser extent, glutathione.
Low - pH Behav1our.
Another uDUsualcharacter1stic ot the SPAmolecule is its
abnormal behaviour at low pH. Evidence trom a wide variety ot
physical studies (TantoI'd, 1950; Weber, 1952; Yangand Foster,
19M) suggested that the protein molecule underwent a molecular
expans1Dnbelow pH4. Harrington n~. (1936) showedthat the
results could not be explained by dissociation ot EPA into smaller
molecules at acid pH and that the expansion could be repressed
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by increasing 10nic strength suggestlng that it was electrostatic
in origin. Tantord and fuzzell (1956) proposed that the expansion
took place through an intermediate torm. The accepted model, at
present, is that, as the pH Is lowered. the nat1ve torm ot BPA
(called N) isomerises to an Intermediate torm (called ¥) with no
change in hydrodynamicvolume,and that. Itt is the F torm which
undergoes molecular expansion as the pH is lowered turther (Aoki
and Foster, 1957). Foster and Clark (1962) concluded that the
. anomaloustitration behavlour ot BPA,originally thought to be due
to the acid expansion. was,: 1n tact, related to the N...F tre.naltlon.~
They also showedthat the transition involved the normalization ot
the abnormally low pKa ot up to titty carboxyl groups .in the proteln.
The cause ot the uDllsual pICs115uncertain but mar be connected w1th
a second isomerization ot the molecule at alkali pH, tor which there
115someevidence (Harmsen!l !!~,1971: Leonard et al., 1962).--
He terogeneIty.
Another aspect ot BPA which has been studied in great detal1.ls
the heterogeneity ot the proteln. Apart tram the more obvious types
ot heterogeneity ot BfAwhioh are the presence ot a. sulphydryl group
(1.5.4.). po11Jll8rlsation (Andersson, 1966) and the Nand F torms
(1.5.5.). there exist slight ditterences in albUBdnmolecules whlch
are muchmore ditticult to detect. This bas been called the micro-
heterogeneity (Colvin !! a!.. 1954) ot BfA. The phenomenoncan be
deteoted by ohromatographyon DEAEcellulose (Noel and lhnter. 19'12)t
solubility studies (!'oster!! al., 1965) and equUibrium salting out
(Wongand Foster. 1969) as well 8,15 several other sensiti'Ve p~ica1
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teohniques. Although the majority ot the m1croheteroteneity appears
to reslde in the lion-mercaptalbumin component (Kaplan &.nd Foster, 1971),
Bagenma1er and Foster (1971) showed that m1croheterogeneity can be
demonstrated in mercaptalbwmin using solubility studies and reversible
boundary spreading.
There are several possibl, explanations tor this ()bserved
microheteroseneity: (1) an10ns bound to the BPA. 'this is
becoming less likely as puritication techniques tor the protein are
improved. (2) Alteration ot the protein side-chains e.g. acetylation
deamidation or amidat10n (Spencer and King, 1971). (3) Intra-
molecular disulphide interchange. There is a larger amount ot
evidence tor this possibility (Andersson, 1966). It 1s suggested
that the tree 8ulphydl'7l group (1.5.4~) catalyses the interchange.
(4) Differences in the primary structure ot the protein. At present
.
there are no data to support this suggestion.
It has been shown that the microheterogenelty is not due to
ditferences between individuals ( Spencer and King, 1971) and the most
probable explanation 1s a combination ot the tactors listed above.
1.5.'7. Ion-binding.
BPA has the ability to bind a wider range ot compounds than probably
any other protein. Soma examples ot this property are listed in
Table 2. The mst significant ot these 1nteractions are: (1) the
binding ot copper iODS, tor which the1in1tial binding site is 'Well
characterised (Peters, 19'10), (2) the binding ot bi11rubin.(3) the
bind1ng ot tatty acids and (4) the binding ot L - t1'1Ptophan. It
is also.!.interesting to DOte that. in the case ot human albumin, acetyl
TABU: 2.
Substances which Bind to BPA.
The list ot substances which will bind to EPAis taken troll.
an article by Putnam. (1965). The list does not claim to be




























salicylate (aspirin) not only binds to the protein but also acetylates
a specific lysine residue (Hawkins ~ !-t. 1969).
1.5.8. Fllnction.
The tunction of BPA has not yet been claritied but it seems
probable that the protein does. in ~ct. ,baft several fUnotions.
Plasma albumin is not essential for life as some rare individuals
can survive with, apparently, no such protein in their blood (Watson,
1965). Despite this the protein does appear to have several
physiological functions: (1) it accounts tor about ~ of the
colloid osmotic pressure in blood and also contributes largely to
the Donnan effect 01' blood due to its hIgh negatIve charge, (2)
BPA has an important transport function in blood due to _1ts wide
capacity tor binding small. molecules. (1.5.7.), (3) EPA is also
an important source 01' amino aclds as 1t Is broken down In large
amounts throughout the body (1.5.2.). These are the main properties
attributed to BPA but turthe~ functions tor this protein may yet be
discovered.
1.6. TiE T.i<:RTI;\RY STRUCTUTLS OF BPA.......-.---~'--- ..._--- __ ... _
Th:-; one tif'j'(}Ct. of BPA "',hich has n.ot been discussed so :tar
is the tertiaI'Y st.rucbure of the protein. A study of this problem
forms t!"10 basis of this thosiR.
1\.1thoueh the binding sitos of several of the small molecules
which int8ract with EPA havG been characterised to some ex).>ent
(Pot,9rs, 1970; Noel and Hunter, 1972), tho only inforIr.:8.tion about
the general tertiary structure of tho protein has come from two min
sourcos; (1) the formulation of rmdeLs for the proto in based on
physical meaeureme nta , and (2) the cleavage of the 1.ntact protein using
mild conditions ..
One of the first modoLs proposed for the structure of ill)A is that
of Foster (1960) based on elec:l;orophoretic, titration and dotergent
binding rmasureraerrts (Fig. 1). The model consists of four
"pseudosub-unft.s' or globular regions linked by lengths of tho peptide
chain. In the F fona of the EPA (1.5.5.) the hydrophobic surfaces
are exposed. The holes around the edge of':the model represent, the
10 or 12 strong detergent binding sites which are destroyed in the F
torm. Although soma of the observations on which the model was based
have since been withdraw. (Foster et a1., 1965) there are stHl
sufficient data to support a model of two or more pseudosub-units
(Adkins and Foster, 1965). A second model rbtainod from physical
studies is that of Bloomfield (1966) which is based on hydrodynamic
and low-angle x-ray scattering data (Fig. 2). This model consists
01' three spherical regions with the dimensions shown (Fig. 2).
The type of mOdelwhich can be obtained by s ·...udying the products
ob~.lned on cLeavage of the EPAby various methods is shown in Fig. 3.
FIGUH~ 1.
\Tertiary Structure of BPA {I).The
This model for the tertiary structure of BPAwas proposed by





Bloomfield. (1966) based the cal.cuLabLons for this model for the
tertiary s't rucbure of BD'\. on hydrodynamic and low-angle x-ray scattering






Tortia:r:x Structure of EPA (III).The
This model for the tertiaI'Y structure of BFAis taken from the •
work of Peters (1970). The dimensions of the proposed pseudosub-
units are shown above the diagram and the number of amino acids in








This model agaf,n has a pseudosub-urrlt structure and is based on the
resul ts 0bserved by several worke rs (Peters t 1970).
In order to try and obtain further information about the general
tertia~J structure of BFA it was decided to investigate the reactivity
of certain functional groups on the protein using the method of
ohemical mod1.f1cation (1.4,). It was further hoped that the methodology
developed in this wa7 would be applicable to the study of the structure
of other proteins.
The theory put fonvard is that, allowing the limitations of chemical
modification mentioned earlier (1.4.), if a group in a protein is
chemically modified by a reagent which is unable to penetrate the interior
of the protein then such a group will lie on the outside of the protein.
If the modified residue can then be located in the primary sequence of
the protein an idea can be obtained of the tertiary structure of1 the
molecule from the distribution of mOdified groups, if a 'Nasonable
number are present. Further information can be obtained about the
binding sites of various Joolecu1es on the protein by observing whether
their presence alters the distr1hution of modified groups or not.
It was decided to use the reagent Dns-Cl in this investigation for
several reasons: (1) Dns-Cl reacts with the (-lysine amino group,
the a-tyrosine hydroxyl group and the imidazole group of histidine lin
prote ins. It will also react with the ec-ammo group of the protein
and thio1 groups if present (Gray, 1967). The reactivity of Dna-Cl,
1s, therefore, reasonabl~ seleotive but it will modify sufficient groups
to provide useful information about the relative reactivities of the
functional re~~dues. (2) the reaction of Dns-Cl with amino acids has
already been wall characterised (Gray, 1967; Gros and Labouesse, 1969),
(3) peptides containing mod1fied l~sldues can be eas11y identified by
their tluorescence or absorbance at 330 nm, (4) the tluorescence ot
the Dna group can be used to quanti tate the amount ot modified amino
acid present, (5) the moditied residues are easi17 identified (Woodsand
I'aa,g. 1967) and (6) the Dna group appears unlikely to penetrate the
interior ot the protein tor it has been shown that it th1s happens it
involves a large, easily detected change in the structure ot the protein
/
(Okabe and Takagi, 1971). The reasons outlined above suggested that
Dos-Cl would be a suitable reagent tor the 1nvest1gat10n at the tertiary
structure ot EPAby the technique ot chemical moditication.
The work which tollows talls into three .main areas, all or which
have to be investigated betore the information obta1ned can be used to
torm an impression er the tertiary structure or EPA. lirstly the react10D
between Dns-Cl and the protein has to be studied in order to determine
the JlUmberot residues moditied and the ettect or experimental
conditions on that number. SecoDdly it mst be shown that extensive
moditication at the protein does not alter the st:Ncture at the protein
to a signiticant extent. F1nally the modit1ed residues must be
located in the primary sequence ot the protein. Onoe these problems
have been solved, the date. obtained can then be used tnan attempt
to probe the tertiary structure ot BPA.
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All reagents used were Analar grade unless otherwise stated.
In all experiments distilled, deionised water was used. This was
obtained by passing distilled water directly through an Elgastat
deioniser (Elga Products, Ltd., Railway Place, London, S.W.19, U.K.).
Dns-Cl and standard Dns-amino acids were purchased from B.D.H.
Chemioals, Ltd., Poole. Dorset, BlU2 4NN. U.K. This company also
supplied the Aristar ~ae acetone which was used in all experiments.
Analar pyridine was redistilled over ninhydrin before use. N-ethyl
morpholine was also redistilled prior to use.
Dialysis and Filtration Apparatus.
Dial7Sis was carried out in Visking tubing obtained trom the
Scientitic Instrument Centre Ltd •• 1 leeke St •• u,ndon. W.C.l, U.K.
The tubing was boiled betore use tori h in 0.05 NaOH containing
2.~ gil Elm\. to remove imp1rltles. The tubing was then thoroughly
washed and stored in distilled, deionlsed water. Protein solutions
were concentrated in a Diatlo ultrafiltration apparatus using a PMlO
membrane (Am.1eonLtd •• 57 Queens Rd •• High Wyoombe t :&eks., U.K.).
Chromatographio media.
Sephadex G10 and G50 tine were obtained trom Pharmacia Fine
Chemicals AB, Upsalla, Sweden. Whatman No. 1 Chromatography paper
(46 cm x 57 cm) was purchased trom W. &. R. Balaton Ltd., L!aidstone.
Kent, U.K. Analytical. grade anion exohange resin, AG2 - xS,
100-200 mesh, was supplied 1n the chlor1de torm. by Bio Rad
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Laboratories, Richmond, California. U.S.A. B.D.H. Chemicals
Ltd •• Poole. Dorset. BHl2 4NN, U.K., supplied polyamide layers.




The proteins used, and the companies which provided them are
listed below:
Protein Batch No. Supplier
Crystallised BPA SLI370, TE0370 Armour Pharmaceutical
Co. ltd., Eastbourne, U.K.
'WOK-Trypsin 91C Worthington Biochemical
Corp., Freehold, New.Tersey,
U.S.A.
0(- Chymotrypsin CDl eLK as above





200077 Calb1ochem, San Diego
Calif. 92112, U.S.A.
Bacitracin as above
Insulin cryatalline Sigma London Chemical Co.Ltd ••
Norbiton Station Yard,
Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey, KT2 700, U.K.
Ribonuclease A Type LoA as above
Rad1ochem1cals.
Tritiated Dna-Cl (7.0Ci/mmol) and tritiated water (0.36 mC1/m mole)
were purchased trom The Radioohemical Centre. Amersham, ~cks., U.K.
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Instl"U.lTlSntation.
Absorption spectre. were measured uslng a Cary 15 recording
spectrophotometer (Cary Instruments, 2724 South Peck Rd., MOnrovia,
Calif. 91016, U.S.A.) or a Pye Unicam SPSOOOultraviolet recording
spectrophotometer (Pya Unicam Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). Other
./
absorption measurements were carried out on a BeckmanDBspectrophoto-
meter (BeekmanInstruments Ltd., Glenrothes, Fife, U.K.). Circular
dichroism was measured using a Cary 60 spectropolarimeter (CaI'7
Instruments, 2'124South Peck Rd., lIonrovia, Call!. 91016, U.S.A.).
nuorescence studies were carried out on a Hitachi Perkin-Elmer
MPF- 2A fluorescence spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk,
Conneoticut, U.S.A.). All pH measurements were obtained using a
Pre Unicam model 290 pHmeter (Pye Unicam Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.).
Electrophoresis was carried outusins a lOKi cooled plate electrophoresis
unit (Miles Hivolt Ltd., Shoreham, Sussex, U.IC.) Fluorescent
derivatlves were visualised, on paper, using ultraviolet irradiation
produoed by a Chromtolite portable ultraviolet lamp (Hanovia Lamps,
Slough, U.K.). All sointillation counting was carried out on an
Isocap 300 liquid scintillation system (NUclear-Chicago Corporation,
333 East HowardAve., Des Plaines, Illinois 60018, U.S.A.).
t1?THODS
2.2.1. Pr0parat1on of DnB - BPA.
The chemical modification of EPA using Dns-Cl was performed
using the method of Webor (1953). The essential features of this
method .are out.lin&d in F::tg.4. After preparation, the protein
conjugate vms stored at - lOoC in the lyophilised form or in frozen
solution.
2.2.2. Determination of the Molar Ratio of Dns Groups to BFA.
T1ira~· methods of determining the number of Dna groups bound to
each moLecuLe of BPA were tested in order to find a suitable one,
The techniques used are listed in Table 3. All the methods are
based on ttledirect determination of the relative concentrations of
Dns groups and of EPA in a given sample.
The first method was basad on the observation by Laguno!f and
Ottolenghi (1966) that ratio of the absorbance of the Dos group at
1ts maximum (310 - 330 nm) to that at 280 nm was close to 2. This
can be Been from tha absorbance spectrum of the Dna group (Fig. 5).
In this case the absorbance maximum is about 315 runbut (.'1 binding of
the reagent to protein the maximum shifts to 330 nm. F'"i"OIIl this
observation the following expression was deduced for the number of
Dna groups bound par molecule of EPA.
1t330nm x
where E is the absorbance at the wavelength indicated by the subindices,
Preparation of Dns - BPA.
Dna-EPA was prepared according to the lIItthod at Weber (19:53) nth
some modification. The mthod illustrated use~ a weight ot Dna-Cl
which gave the max1m.m.degI'98 at labelling.
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100 mg BPA in 100 ml O.ll4phosphate butter pH 7.5r----~mg Dua-cJ. 1n 5 III aceto...
React at oOe tor 18 h
1
Centrituge at 20.000g tor i h
1
Dialyse supernatant against 0.066M phosphate butter pH 7.0 tor 24 h at oOe
1Pass slowly through a column ot AG2-xS equilibrated with 0.06614 phosphate
Dutter pH F/.O
1Dialyse against, distilled, d~ioDised water and 11oph111se
TABLE 3.
Assays for the MOlar Ratio ot Dne Groups to EPA.
Several different techniques were eDJD1ned in order to
produce an accurate assay for the JlX)lar ratio ot Dna groups
to BfA in the modified protein.
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m:ASUREl.m:Nr OF COl\CN. ~Nl' 01" CONCN.
01" DW GROlmJ OF BFA
1. E330 E280
2. E3:50 Biuret
3. Tritiated Dna - Cl Biuret
•
FIGURE 5.
The Absorbance Speotrum ot the Dna Group.
The spectrum is taken trom the results ot Iaganott and
Ottolenghl (1966). The structure ot the reagent Dna-Cl is





is is the mlar extinotion coettieient ot BPAat 260 nm and ~D is the
molar extinction coet'ticient ot' the lIns group at 330 run (Okabe and
Takagi, 1971). In this way, the protein concentration was ~asured
by the absorbance at 280 na, corrected tor the contribution ot the
Dns group, and the concentration ot the latter species was measured
by absorbance at 3~ nmwhere th~re Is no'interterence trom the
protein absorbance.
All measurements using this method were pertormad 011 Dna-EPA
dissolved in NETbutter pHS.O. In thls butter, ttB was measured and
tound to be 4.114 x 104 litre mol-lam-l• Okabe and Takagi (1971)
suggested a value, tor€tDt ot 4.3 x 1031itre ml-1cm-l• However,
Hartley and Vasse,. (1956) proposed a value tor~ D ot 3.0 x 10:3litre
mol-lcm-l based on stUdies with Dns-ovalbumin conjugates. This
appears to be a mre aoourate value as the tormer is based on studies
with simple molecules (Weber, 1952).
The second method in Table 3 involved measurement ot the
concentration ot Dns groups as in the previous method. The protein
concentration, however, was measured b,. the biuret method which, in
this case, involved mixing 1 ml ot sample with 4. ml ot biuret reagent
and reading the absorbance at 550 nmot the mixture atter 30 min at
room temperature. The biuret reagent consisted ot 1.5 g ot
0uS0,. 5 H20 and 6 g ot sodium potassium tartrate dissolved in 500 ml
ot water to which was added 300 ml ot 2.5 MN!OH. This solution was
then made up to 1 1 betore use. The standard curve obtained using
this method is shown in lig. 6. The protein concentration was
measured using this technique beoause it has been shown (LaguIlOtf and
Ottolenghi, 1966) that the Dna group will intertere with other methods
ot protein estimation but has no etfect in this case.
FIGURE 6.
Standard Q].rve tOl" ~uret Method.
BPAwas dissolved in NETbutter pHB.Oto give samples ot
knownprotein concentration. These were then tested according
to the biuret method ot determining protein concentration.









The tinal way in whioh the number ot Dll8 groupe bound to
EPA could be. ass~d was by measuring the protein conoentration by
the biuret method and Imasuring the number ot Dne groups by a
radioehemical method. In the lasl:. oase a small amount of tritiated
Dns-Cl was added to non-radioactive Dns-Cl, before mixing with BPA,to
give a kDOwuspecific activity./ The Dns-EPAwas then prepared as
usual (2.2.1.) and an aliquot of knownprotein concentration was
taken tor scintillation counting (2.2.3). The concentration of Dns
groups could then be calculated trom the activity ot the sample.
One other possible mthod ot determining the degree ot binding
of Dns-groups to EPAwould be to devise an assay system based on the
fluorescent properties of Dna compounds. Such an assay would prove
difficult to use in the system under study as the fluorescent properties
of the Dna groups are dependent to a large extent on the environment of
the particular group (Chen, 1967; Parker et al., 1967) and it would
be unlikely that all the Dns groups bound to BPAwould occupy equivalent
positions. As a result such an aesa;y system was not~1nvestlgated.
2.2.~. Scintillation Countins.
'-
All scintillation counting was carried out on an riocap 300 liqu1d
"
sointillation system. 200rl ot sample was mixed With 10 ml ot
sointillation tluid and counted tor 10 min. against an external standard.
Tbe number ot counts obtained tor each tritiated sample were converted
tod.p.m. usill8 a quench curve prepared earlier. The scintillator
used consisted of 0.5.'. 2,5 - diphenrlomzole in toluene mixed With
2 - methoxyethanol ill the proportions 60 : 40 (v/vj. In some cases,
because ot the colour quenching due to high concentrations ot Dne
groups. the measurement ot d.p .Dl. _s carried out usill8 an internal
standard.
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2.2.4. Tri tium Exchanse.
The tritium exchangemethodused was the two-columntechnique
o~ Englander (1963). Using this technique or tritium exchange the
amount ot tritium :remainingin the protein atter a given time ot
exchange with non-radioactive butter is measuredby separating the
/
tree tritium trom that boundto protein and determining the radio-
activity ot the latter. It was decided to use SephadexG10instead
ot the G25normally used in an attempt to obtaIn a taster separation ot
the protein and tritiated water. Onelarge column (6.0 emx 2.5 em)
and tive smaller columns (6.0 cmx 1.0 cm)were set up, equilibrated
with NETbutter pH8.0. EPAor Dna-BPAwas then dissolved 1n 0.1
U N-ethylmorpholine pH9.6 to give a solution containing 4 mg/ml
protein. 1 ml ot this solution was added to 100)"1 ot tritiated
water (20 mCi/ml)and incubated at 2:500 tor 20 hr in order to achieve
a complete tritlation ot all labile hydrogens.
Whentritlation'ilas complete the pRot the solution was adjusted
to pH 8.0 with l~ (v/,.) acetic acid. The sample was then transterred
to the large Sephadexcolumnwhich wase.luted at 120 ml/h and 1 ml
tractions we:recollected Jll!ulUally. The tractions were measured tor
absorbance at 280 nmand those contain1ng proteIn were pooled, atter
200~1 ot each had been removedtor acInt11lllyIon counting, and
incubated at 2500once more.
At a series o~ time intervals trom 0.5 h to 24 hatter the
initial separation, 300rl ot the samplewere placed on one ot the
smaller COluDlDS, eluted with NETbutter pH 8.0 and ~Or tractions
were oollected. The proteIn concentration ot each traction was
determined trom the absorbance at 280 Am and 200j4l ot those containing
protein were taken tor the msllsurementot radioaotivity. In each
experiment, the 1280 ot the protein was calculated using an aliquot
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ot the original solution, atter adjusting the pH to 8.0 as be tore •
Tfi8 protein concentration was measured by the buiret method.
The number ot tritium-labeled hydrogens per mole ot protein (N)
is cslculated trom the equation
x C-A
where~p is the molar extinction coefticient ot the protein, Co is the
radioactivity ot the incubation mdxt~re measured in d.p.m. per 200~,
A is the absorbance ot the sample, C is the radioactivity ot the sample,
measured as tor Co and 110.8 is the molar concentration ot hydrogen in
water.
Circular Dichroism.
All circular dichroism masure.ments were carried out on a Cary 60
spectropolarimeter using a O.~ mm path length,cylindrical quartz cell.
The protein solutions studied were made up in O.Ul phosphate pH 8.0
to a concentration ot approximately 0.075% (w/v). The sensitivity
control was set such that a full-scale detlection corresponded to 0.10
elli~city. All the samples studied were scanned at 250C at a chart
speed of 9 nm/min. The spectra were measured in duplicate and the
average values have been reported. The circular dichroism was
calibrated with d-camphorsulphonic acid, assuming a oircular dichroic
absorption coefficient ot 2.2 at 290 nm.
2.2.6. P'luoreacence
Samples tor tluorescence measure_At were dissolved in $ (v/v)
pyrldiD8 and then studied using a Hitachi Perkin~lmer tluorescence
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spectrophotometer. The sample chamber was maintained at a temperature
ot 2S00 tor all experiments by circulation ot water trom a thermostatted
bath. In the experiments where tluorescence was used as a means ot
measuring the amount ot tluorescent materialiin peptide hydrolysates,
. t
the spectrophotometer was calibrated with a standard sample ot N - Dna
lYSine (1 DJlX)l/3ml),A 1 cm x l..cm quartz ee.ll was used in all
tluorescence measurements.
2.2.7. Aminoethy1ation.
The aminoethylation ot BPAand mditied BPAwas carried out by a
moditication ot the method ot Oole (1967). The method was altered
because 1t was ditticult to dissolve the BPAin the 8K urea, 1 MTr1s
butter used in the original technique.
100 mg BPAwere d1ss01ved 1n 2.5 ml 4 )( Tr1s butter pH S.6. Th1s
solut1on was then added to 7.5 ml 12Kurea and nitrogen was bubbled
through the solution tor 20 min. Then 100r p-mercaptoethanol were
added and the solution was lett at room temperature under nitrogen tor
tour hours. Three 0.2 ml aliquots ot etb.1len1m1ne were added at 10 min.,
intervals and the reaction was allowed to proceed tor a turther hour.
The reagents were removed by repeated dialys1s. Amino ac1d analys1s
ot the aminoethyl BfA showed that between ao% and 9a% ot the cyste ina
residues had been converted to aminoethylcyste1ne residues. As 1t 1s
ditficult to obtain a 10~ recovery ot aminoethylcysteine on amino acid
analysis. the actual extent ot convers1on' 1s probably nearer 100%than
1ndicated by this method.
Pertormic Acid Oxidation.
Pertormic acid was prepared by m1xing 5 volumes ot '!I:f1, (v/v)
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h7drogen peroxide with 95 volumesot 99% (v/v) tormic acid. The
reaction mixture was then lett at 2500 tor 2 h in a closed container.
10 ml ot pertorm1c acid and a solution ot 3,rmol BPAin 5 ml 99% (v/v)
tormic acid, 1ml methanol, were then permitted to stand at -5°0 tor
30 min. The solutions were mixedand allowed to react at -50C tor
150 min. The reaction was te1'lD;1natedby the add!tion ot 400 ml ot
ice-water tollowed by lyophilisation. This process was repeated
once more.
2.2.9. Amino Acid Analysis.
Por amino acid analysis, 1 mg ot protein was dissolved in 2 ml
5.'1 J4 (constant OOl1i118)hydrochloric acid. Tbe sample was then
hydrolysed tor 22 h at 110°0 in an evacuated, sealed tube. Atter
hydrolysis, the samplewas dried, redissolved in distilled, deionized
water and analysed on a J80l JLO 5 AB amino acid analyser (Japan Electron
Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd., Chiyoda-du, Tokyo) us1ng a two-columnsystem
and step-wiS8 elution.
2.2.10. Proteolytic Dissstion.
AminoethylDns-EPAwas broken downb1 several ditterent proteases
in order to 'lind a methodsuitable tor the pro4uct1on ot peptides
containing the Dns groups. The conditions used in each case are
outlined below:
(1) Chymotrypsin.
100 mg ot protein was dissolved in 10 ml ot ~ hr/v) ammoniWll
bicarbonate. 1 mg ot chymotrypSindissol.,ed in 1 ml ot 0.00114
by'drochlorio aoid was added to this solution. The pH was adjusted to
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a.o and the reaction allowed to take place at 25P.C for 6 h with stirring.
The solution was then centrifuged to remove e..ay pl"8cipita.teand the
reaction was stopped by the addition of 1ml of glacial acetic acid.
(2) Pepsin.
100 mg of protein was dissolved in 11 ml ~ (v/y) tOrmic acid
/
and to this was added 10 mg pepsin dissolved in 1 ml of the same
solvent. Tb. reaction mixture was then lett at 37°0 tor 17 h with .:..::
stirring.
(3) Trypsin and Thermolysin.
Both these proteases were allowed to attack the prote1n under
identical conditions. 100 mg of pl'Ot&1n was d1ssolved in 10 ml NET
butfer pH B.O. Tb this was added 2.0 mg ot p~tease dissolved Lin
the same butter. The am1noethyl Dna.EPA _s digested, with stirring,
tor 17 h at 3700.
In aU the aboft cases the reaction mixture was lyophilised on
completion ot the reaction.
OhromatoSr82hl ot Peptides.
In order to obtain an estimate ot the molecular weight distribution
ot the peptides produced by peptic digestion of aminoethyl Dna-BFA, gel
chromatography was carried out. A column (115 cm x 1 cm) ot Sephadex
G50 fine was set up, equilibrated with $ (v/v) tormic acid and eluted
at 35 ml per hour. 1ml tractions were collected. The column was
calibrated with the following molecular weight markers, detecting the










20 DIg ot amlnoethyl Dns-BPA which had been digested with
pepsin (2.2.l0.) was then applied to the column and chromatographed.
In this oase, the protein conoentration ot the tractions was
determined by the buiret method (2.2.2.).
2.2.12. Peptide Analyeis.
The mixture ot peptides produced b,.peptic digestion ot amino-
eth,.l BPA (2.2.l0.) was fractionated b,. ion-exchange chromatography
on Chromobead P resin using a Technioon peptide anal,.ser (Technicon
Inatl'Wl18ntsLtd •• Hamilton Close, Houndmills, Basingstoke. Rants.).
3rml ot the mixture was applied to the column and eluted at *I!I ml
per hour w1.th one ot two gradients ot p,.ridine-acetate butf'ers. The
tirst gradient gave a rise trom 0.2 M to 2.0 M p,.ridine-acetate and
trom pH 3.1 to pH 6.~ while the second went tram 0.1 M to 2.0 M butter
and trom pH 2.75 to pH 6.~. 4.5 m1 tractions were collected. As the
eluate emerged tram the ooluJl11l,a small amount was continuously
monitored by the analytical system tor protein concentration. Th1s
was achieved by measuring the oolour produced on reaction ot the sample
w1th ninhydrin, betore and atter hrdrolysia. The tractions were also
tested tor absorbance at 330 nm whioh indioates the presence ot Dna
groups. The relative tluorescence ot the samples was checked by
spotting an aliquot ot each on Whatman No. 1 paper and oompar1ng the
spots under an ultraviolet lamp. The tractions containing Dns-peptides
were pooled and lyophilised.
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2.2.13. Electrophoresis.
The electrophoretic separation ot peptides was carried out on a
water-~ooled flat-bed apparatus. The samples were applied to an
origin on a sheet ot WhatmanNo.1 paper along w1th two standard
mixtures ot known amino acids. The paper was then wetted with the
/
butter being used and electrophoresis was carried out, normally at
3,000V, tor a g1ven time. At the end ot the separation the paper
was dried in a tume cupboard.
Sta1ning and Elution ot Peptides.
Peptides were visualised, atter electrophoresis, by staining with
a ninhydrin-cadmium acetate reagent. The paper was dipped in a
solution containing 100 ml ninhydrin (1% (w/,'1) 1n acetone) and 15 ml
ot a cadmiumacetate solutIon made by dissolving 5g cadmiumacetate
in 700 ml 3$ (v/v) acetic acid. The paper was then dried tor 20 min
at 6000and the ninhydrin positive spots were easily seen.
In the ease ot preparative paper electrophoresis, the areas
containing Dna-peptides were visualised under an ultraviolet lamp,
cut out and eluted trom the paper using 5% (T/V) pyridine.
2.2.15. Identification ot Dna-AminoAcids.
Dns-amino acids were identified by thin layer chromatography
on polyamide sheets (5 cm x 5 cm) using the solTent s7Stems ot Woods
and Wang(1967). The positions ot unknownDna-amino acids were
compared with those ot standard DDS-aminoacids run in the S8.JJB
system •.
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3. R ]I: S U L T S
•
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It has been pOinted out earlier (1.6.) that the study of the
tertiaI'7 structure of BPAusing chemical modification by Dns-Cl
talls into three areas: (1) a study lII1stbe madeof the factors
1.n1"luencingthe reaction of the protein with Dns-Cl and the extent
of the modification oocu1T1ng. (2) The tertiary atxucture of
Dna-BPAlIDlstbe examinedin order toshow that the reaction has not
signifioantly altered the original shape of the protein, othenr1se
any deductions madeabout the modified protein oannot be related
to its native structure. (3) In order to makesuch deductions the
residues with which the Dns-Cl has reacted must be isolated, identified
and looated in ~he pril'lBry structure of the protein.
To simplify the presentation of the results obtained in tbe oourse






The methodused for all preparations of Dns-BPAwas basically
that of Weber(195:3). The only modifioation normally madeto this
methodwas to greatly inorease the &m:)untof Dna-Clused, although
in someexperiments several different factors in the reaction were
al tered. The steps involved in the preparation of Dna-BPAare
outlined in l!'igl1re4. Whenthe Dna-Ol solution was added to the
reaction mixture a very fine suspension of the reagent was formed ea
Dns-Cl is virtually insoluble" in water. As the reaction proceeded
the turbidity gradually cleared. Whenlarge volumeswere being
used in the reaotion, the solution was normally stirred. However,
•
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whether the mixture was stirred or not had no in1'luence on the degree
ot mditication. The centrifugation step was included in the
preparation ot Dns-BPA to removea~ remaining traces ot the insoluble
Dns-Cl. It was thought, at one pOint, that this step might lead to
erroneous l'8sul ts tor the JlX)larre. tio ot Dna groups to BFA in the
product it heavily-moditied protein preCipitated in the course ot the
reaction. This was shownnot to be the case by measuring the protein
concentration in the initial solution and atter the centrifugation,
using the biuret method. 'l'1leremaining steps in the preparation _re
involved in the removal ot any adsorbed reagent molecules trom the
protein. BPA <lges, in taot, appear to adsorb the reagent molecules
more strongly than most proteins (Weller, 1952). Non-covalently bound
Dna groups, which will be in the sulphonic acid torm, can be removed
trom the protein b,. ion-exchange chromatographyusing a columnot
M2 - x8 resin. In preparations where the volume involTed is large,
the ion-exchange' process can be equally 11811carried out using a batch
technique.
Since it was essential, trom the point ot view ot all subsequent
experiments, that all the adsorbed Dns-OHwas removedtrom the moditied
protein, two methods ot testing tor complete remoTa1were used. The
tirst ot these was deVised by Weber (1953). Be separated the tree
J)ns-OHfrom the Dna-BPAusing paper chromatographywith a solvent
81Btemconsistill8 ot ethanol and 0.2Macetate butter pH 4.8 (55:45, TIT) ~
In this system, the tree Dna groups had an R.r value ot 0.9 while Dna-EPA
did not moTefrom the origin. The spots present on the chromatogram
could be easil;, located under an ultraviolet light. 'U'81n8this method
•
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the presence ot tree Dns groups in the Dns..lJPApreparation can be
Simply detected.
The second methodused was designed in an attempt to ensure that
DODns-OHwas absorbed in the hydrophobic sites known.to exist in BPA
(J'onas and Weber, 19'11). 20 mg ot Dns-BPAwas dissolved: in 10 ml NET
butter pH8.0 which was then made8 Kwith respect to urea. The solutioD
was tiltered:.in aD Amiconultratiltration cell containing a III 10 membrane.
The tluorescence ot the tiltrate was comparedwith that ot a standard
solution ot DDS-Clin the Sam9 solvent. Only tree DDs-ORwill be able
to pass through the membraneas molecules larger than 10.000 molecular
weight will be retained. The aJlX)untot tluoresoent material released
was less than 5'% er the total fluorescence ot the Dna-BFA. This
corresponds to the release ot less than ODS Dna group per molecule ot
BFA.
Both the methods outlined above indioated that the Dna-BPAwas
'h'ee trom a signiticant amountot adsorbed reagent. OncepJ:'8pared.
the Dna-EPAcan be stored, eit,her in the lyophilised state or fiozen
as a solution in butter pH8.0. tor long periods ot time, at -1000.
with no deteotable alteration.
Determination ot the Molar Ratio ot DnaGrou.ps to
EPAin the Modified Protein.
Several methodswere examinedin order to t'ind a sui table technique
tor measurementot the molar ratio ot Dna groups to BFA. These have
been outlined previously (2.2.2.). To ensure that the ettect ot
increasing amounts ot' boundDna groups was taken into consideration
each ot the as88Ymethodswas carried out on the samples obtained t'rom
aD experiment in whioh the amountot' Dna-Cl in the reaction mixture was
•
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gradually increased over a wide concentration range (1-250 mol Dna-Cl
per mol BPA).
The first method to be attempted was that used by Okabe and Takagi
(19'11) in their studies on Dna-lysozyme. This method relied entirely
on the ultraviolet absorbances of the Dna-group and or EPA (2.2.2.).
The results obtained USing this method are shown in Figure 7.
Since the above technique depended on the absorbanoes or the
compounds involved and beoause these could alter as more Dna groups
.. ere bound to BPA, due to intramolecular interaotions, it was relt
that other methods ot measuring the molar ratiO et Dns groups to BPA
should be investigated.
The seoond method examined (Table 3) eliminated one ot the
absorbanoe measurements by determining the protein concentration using
the biuret method (2.2.2.). Use ot this method assumed that the
absorbance ot the Dna group at 330 nmwas not attected bY'an inorease
in the molar ratio ot Dns groups to EPA. Although this assumption
could prove invalid the method merited investigation because ot 11ts
simplicity. The results obtained using this method are also shown
in Figure 7. There was a large ditterence between the results from.
this m!thod and those ot the previous method. suggesting that the
absorbance at 280 nmor Dna-EPAcould not be used to accuratelY'
determine the protein ooncentration or the sample.
The third method outlined 1n Table :5 was devised 1n order to
remove the requirement to measure the conoentration or Dna groups by
their absorbance at 330 nm. In this case, the concentration or prot.in
was stUl measured using the biuret method but the concentration ot
DDSgroups was measured by using radioactive Dna-Cl in the reaction
•
FICURl!: '1.
Determination ot the Molar Ratio ot DnaGroups to BFAin Dna-BPA.
The three methods outlined previously (2.2.2.) tor the
determination ot the 11WD.berot DDS groups which bind per
moleeule ot EPA were applied to samples obtained in an
expertment to study the ettect ot the concentration ot Dna-Cl
in the reaction mixture on the molar ratio ot Dns groups to BPA.
This perm! ts study ot the influence ot increasing e.mountsot
DDs groups on eaeh assay method.
Methodot ul!lay
,
DDS group eenen, BPAconcn•
• -. E 330 Biuret
A- la. Tritiated Dns-Cl Biuret














mixture and counting the radioactivity present in the moditied
protein. The results obtained using this method ot measurement
are also shown in Figure 7.
In the assay technique using radioactive Dna-Cl outlined aboTe
the d.p.m. values tor the samples 01' Dns-BFAwere calculated trom the
c.p.lII.. values using an external standard source 01' radioactivity to
measure the quenching 01' the sample and comparing the result with a
solvent quench curve prepared earlier. However, since the Dna groups
are coloured, there is a possibility 01' quenching 1n addit10n to that
caused by the solvent because the coloured compoundcan absorb the
light emitted by the scintillator. It 1s generally assumed that
colour quenching tbllows the curve obtained for solvent quenching.
It this 1s the case, the d.p.m. values obtained using the external
standard method will be correct. To ensure that this is, in tact,
what happens 1n the system under consideration the tollowing experiment
was carried out. Several samples were selected tor which the d.p.m.
values had already been calculatdd using the external standard method
and the solvent quench curve. To \tach sample was added a known&lIX)unt
01' tritiated toluene. The volume added was very small (5....1) and,
as such, should not alter the quenching characteristics 01' the sample.
The samples were then counted again and, trom the increase in c.p.m.
obtained, the eff1ciency 01' counting 01' the sample and its d.p.m.
Talue could be worked out. The results obtained are shown in Table 4.
These indicate that any colour quenching due to the Dna groups must
tollow the solvent quench curve as the differences between the values
obtained by the t'WOmethods 01' calculating d.p.m. are well within
exper1JDental error. On the basis 01' this. the d.p.m. values obtained
TABU! ~.
A Comparison ot Counting Methods tor Dna-BPA.
In order to examine the etrect ot colour quenching ot Dna
groups in Dna-BPAprepared trom tritiated Dna-Cl, two methods ot
calculating the d.p.m. values were applied to the same samples.
In the tirst method, the external standard method, an external
standard source ot radioactivity was used to measure the quenching
ot the sample and trom this the etticiency ot the counting was
calculated using a solvent quench curve prepared previously.
The samples were then used tor the second method, the internal.
standard method, in which the etticiency ot countIng was measured











by the external standard methodcan be taken as correct.
A comparisonot the third assay method, outlined above, with the
second methoddescribed in Table 3 demonstrates that the absorbance,
at 330 nm, ot the DDSgroups cannot be used to calculate their
concentration in the determination ot the molar ratio otDns groups
to BfA in the moditied protein. This is probably because the D)lar
extinction coetticient ot the Dns groups at 330 nm. is altered as the
degree ot moditieation ot the protein is increased. The JDostlikely
cause ot such a change is interactions between the Dns groups or
between the Dns groups and the protein (4.1.).
Due to its methodsot JlBasurement,the third technique was, by
tar, the most accurate ot the three tested. However, in order to
avoid excessive use ot radiochemicals and to provide a simpler method
ot assay it was decided tb use the second methoddescribed (Table 3)
as the results obtai~d could be readily converted to the true values
using the gl'e.phshownin Figure '1. Thls methodhad the added
~/'
advantage that lt also gave the true proteln concentration ot the
sample, unlike the first technique.
The Ettect ot Ditterent Concentrations or Dns-Cl
in the React1onM1xture on the Degree ot MOditication.
Having devised a suitable methodtor determining the molar ratio
ot Dns groups to BFAin Dns-BPA.the next step ln a study ot the :reactlon
ot Dna-Clwith BPAls to Investigate the tactors which attect the
degl'98 ot mditication ot the protein. This is necessary it a~
structural intor118.tionis to be derived trom the residues which are
moditied and those which are not. It mst be shownthat less than
complete moditication is not due to the reaction conditions but is due,
instead, to the structure ot the protein.
•
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It was thought that one important influence on the molar ratio
ot Dna groups to BPAin the IOOditied protein 'would be the relative
concentrations of the reagents in the initial reaction. In order to
study this, the degree of modif'ication obtained was measured f'or samples
ot Dna-EPAprepared using different concentrations of Dns-Cl in the
reaction mixture. The results obtained are shown in Figure 8. This
shows that as the concentration of Dns-Cl added to EPA1s increased to
about 70 moles per mole BPA, the degree of mOdification increases. The
curve then becomes horizontal and even using much higher initial
concentrations of Dna-~Cl has no effect on the degree of moditication
produced. This tends to 'indicate that all the possible reactive
residues in the protein are not equivalent.
The Wavelength of' Maxi.rrumAbsorbance of' the Dna
Group in tre MOdif'ied Protein.
Since the assay used to duculate ithe degree ot IOOditication
depends on the absorbance of' the Dns group at 330 nm, it is essential
that the wavelength of maximumabsorbance of the group does not VU7
signiticantly as more Dna groups are bound to the protein. This was
examined tor a DWIlberof' diff'erent molar ratios of' Du groups to SPA
(Fig. 9). Although the results indicate I.that the wavelength of
maximlm absorbance 18 around 335 mil tor most of' the samples examined.
it was decided to continue to assay the Dna groups by measuring their
absorbance at 330 nmas the peak of absorbance in t his region is
comparatively broad and any errors introduced by readings taken at a
slightly lower wavelength than the maximumwill be negligible.
The Ef'tect of' Reaction Time on the Degree ot Modif'ication.
Another important experimental f'aotor which could af'tect the molar
•
FIGURE 8.
The Effect of Ditferent ltblar Ratios ot Dna-Cl to BFAon the
Degree of ~bdification.
Flasks were set up containing 100 mg EPAdissolved in 100 ml
0.1 14phosphate butter pH 7.5. To each was added a dit't'erent
weight ot Dns-Cl dissolved in 5 ml acetone. The reaction was
then allowed to proceed and the DlOcUtledprotein isolated as
described earlier (Fig. 4). The molar ratio ot Dna groups to
BPAin the moditied protein was measured using three samples














The Effect ot the Degree ot Moditication on the Wavelength of
MaximumAbsorbance ot the Dns Group.
In the course of the previous experiment (Fig. 8) t the
wavelength ot maximumabsorbance of the Dns group was measured
tor each sample of Dna-EPA produced by a given weight of Dns-Cl
in the reaction mixture. Measurements were c9nt1ned to tlle














ratio ot Dna groups to BPAis the length ot time ot the reaction.
This was examined by setting up a preparation of Dna-BFAand taking
samples at variOUS times atter starting the reaction (Fig. 10).
The results show that initially about ten JlX)lecules ot Dna-Cl react
very rapidly with BPA. This is tollowed by a slower increase in
the degree ot modification over the next ten hours to attain the
maximumvalue. The etfect ot the time ot the reaction on the ratio
of Dna groups to EPAcould suggest that there are two different sub-
sets of tunotional groups on the protein which vary in the rate at
which they react with Dns-Cl (1.4.2.). HOwever, it 1s difficult
to obtain any' detailed information from the results available.
3.1.6. Other !'actors which Alter the Dame ot Modification.
Several preparations ot Dns-BPAwere carried out in which
experimental parameters, other than those discussed above, were
altered in order to study t~eir influence on the molu' ratio -of Dna
groups to BPAin the moditl~d protein. In this set ot experiments.
beC811sea greater degree of mdi:fication may be obtained than that
shown in Figure .", and as this would make it impossible to use the
assay decided on previously (3.1.2.>, the radiochemical method ot
determining the molar ratio ot Dns groups to BFAwas used (2.2.2.).
The results obtained are shown in Table S.
The ettect ot increasing the pH of the reaotion mixture is shown
1n the t1rst preparation outlined in Table ,Se In this case, the pH
01' the phosphate butter used in the experiment was pH 9.1. Atter
the reaction had been carried out, the product was tound to contain
about 25 moles 01' Dns groups per mole ot BPA. Although carrying
•
FIGUHE 10.
The Effect of Reaction Time on the Degree 01' Modification.
Dna-EPAwas prepired as described previously (Fig. 4). At
several time intervals after the addition 01' the Dna-Cl, a 5 m1 sample
ot the reaction mixture 1II8.S removed and 'tfle modified protein was
isolated. The molar ratio ot Dna groU?S to EPAwas measured in the
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Other Factors which Alter the Degree of Modification.
In order to exa.m1nethe effect ot several tactors on the degree
of modification of BFAusing Dns-Cl, a number of difterent reaction
mixtures were set up in which one experimental parameter was varied
in each case. The reaction was then carr1eJ out and the modified,
protein isolated as described earlier (Fig. 4) unless otherwise
stated. The molar ratio ot Dns groups to BFAin the isolated
protein was measured.
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REACTION CONDITIONS MOlAR RATIO OF DNS
GROUPS '1'0 BPA
1. Reaction carried out at pH 9.1 26.3 24.3
2. Concentrations ot BPAand Dns-Cl 19.6 19.'1
reduced by halt
3. Reaction carried out at 250C 21.9 22.6
4. Reaction car.L-iedout in 8Murea butter 6.1 5.8
:5. Reaction carried out in 6K guanidine 10.7 10.8
hydrochloride butter
6. Reaction carried out in 1% (w/v) sodium 15.4 15.5
dodecyl sulphate butter
.,. Reaction carried out using pertorJD.1c 17.4 16.3
acid oxidised SPA
8. Reaction carried out using the conditionS 80.9 81.4-




out the reaction at a hlgher pH gave a greater degree ot modltication,
it was telt that it would be mre meaningtul to study the structure ot
the protein under the cond1tions ot the original preparation procedure
(Fig. 4), as the pHused was mch nearer phyiliolOgical pH. A second,
and perhaps more important reason tor studying tha proteIn at the lower
pH is that a considerable amountot avidenca ls accunulating which
indicates that EPAundergoes a structural change, slmilar to the
N-tP' transition (1.5.5.), at alkaline pH (Isonard: ~ al., 1963).
As a result, structural studies at pR 9.1, tor example, may lead to
erroneous conclusions about the native shape ot the protein.
Preparation 2 in Table 5 demonstrates the et:tect ot reagent
ooncent!"8.tionand reaction volumeon the extent ot the chemical
modIfication. It was telt that, since the Dna-Cl is only very
sparinglJ soluble in water, lts solub1lity in the reaction mixture
might alter the ratio ot Dns groups to BPAin the Dns-BPA. In
preparation 2, the concentrations ot the protein and the Dna-ClW81'8
halved. The numberot DnagX~\lpSbound to each molecule ot EPA
was only slightly increased and it wu tel t that the increase dld
not justify using mch moredilute reaction mixtUres as 1t would be
more ditticult to handle the larger volumes.
The thlrd experimental parameter whlchwas altered in this series
of experiments was that ot temperature. The results ot preparation 3
ln Table .6 showtha attact ot raising the temperamre at whioh the
reaction was carried out. The higher temperature gave rile to a
slightly higher mlar ratio ot Dnsgroups to BPAin the product.
Despite this, it was telt that carrying out the reaction at room.
temperature had little extra advantage, as at the higher temperature
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there was a poss1bility that intramolecular transter ot the Dns-groups
after the original reaction might e eeue, and cause a change in the
protein structure. Transacetylation, tor example, can occur in
proteins atter IIX)ditication (Cohen, 1970)• Although carrying out
the reaction at 0°0 does not . p~clude such a transter, it might
reduce its extent and, since the increase in the IIlJIIberot Dns-groups
bound at room temperature is only slight, 1t was decided to continue
to prepare Dns-BFAat 0°0.
All the remaining preparations in Table !5 were carried out in
an attempt to achieve the IOOd1tieation ot all the reactive groups
present in the BFAIOOlecule. Preparations 4,0 and 6 were carried
out under conditions which can cause denaturation ot proteins. In
all three cases a lower mlar ratio ot Dns groups to BFAin the
product is obtained in the presence ot de~'l.turing agents than in
their absence. Preparation Ft demonstrates that, it Dna-Ol is reacted
with a sample ot BPAin which the d1sulphide bridges have been broken
by pertormic acid oxidation (2.2.8.), the degree ot mod1tication is
the same as that obtained using the native protein. In the tinal
preparation technique used (Table ~) the reaction was carried out
using the conditions ot Gros and Labouesse (1969). In this method,
the pH ot the reaction mixture drops tI'Ol'IlpR 9.4 to pH 8.7 during
the course ot the reaction. The moditication is carried out at room
temperature, and the reaction mixture contains 4MUl"8aand 2$ (TIT)
dimethyltomamide. It appears, trom the results, that this method
will bring about nearly complete moditication ot all the reactive
groups in the protein since, on the basis ot the amino acid analysis
ot BPA(1.~.3.), the numberot groups which can react with Dna-Ol can
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be estimated as about 9~.
The tinal set ot experiments in this seotion, outlined below,
was not directly- concerned with an investigation ot the reaction ot
Dns-Cl with EPAbut it may- help explain some ot the results observed
earlier (4.1.). For this reason it is inoluded in this section.
3.1.7. The Fluorescence ot Dns-BPA.
As part ot an investigation ot the tluoresoent properties ot
Dna-BPA,the maximumtluorescence emission and ita wavelength were
measured on several samples ot Dna-BPAwhich had ditferent m1ar
ratios ot Dns groups to BPA(Fig. 11). In all oases the protein
ooncentration was the same. ,The wavelength ot the exoiting light
was 285 nm, the maximumtluornsoence emission occurring around 500 nm..
This is well separated trom tlie tluorescence due to the protein, whioh
is present around 340 nm.. r,his the fluoresoence observed at 500 mil
can be attributed solely to t~.e Dns groups. It was tound that as the
molar ratio ot Dns groups to BPAincreased the tluorescence did·likewise
up to a point, but then began to decrease again. At the same time,
the wavelength ot maximumtluorescence movedgra,&lally- to longer
wavelengths as the degree of modification inoreased.
This concludes the section ot experiments designed to investigate
the tactors influenoing the reaction ot BFAwith Dna-Cl and the extent
ot the modification occurring. Now that the best method ot preparing
suitably- modified protein has been eluoidated, betore aD7 deductions
about the structure ot the protein oan be made trom the manner in
which the Dna-Cl reacts with BPA, it is essential to demonstrate that
the native shape ot the protein is not signiticantly- altered by- the
FICORE 11.
Fluorescence ot Dna - EPA.
The maximumwavelength ot tluorescence emission and the
tluorescence intensity at maximumwavelength were measured tor
several samples ot Dna - EPA. each ot which oonta1ned a d1tterent
1OO1aratio ot Dna groups to BPA. The exciting light bad a
wavelength ot 285 DIll. The samples used all had the same protein
concantrat1on. The wavelength ot maximumemission is noted beAide
























Dna groups bound to 1t. The t"ollowing section deals with this
aspect ot" the study.
•
STRUCTURALCHANGESON 'l.'HE FORMATIONOl!' Dlis-EPA.
The basic problem in studying what, it a~. structural changes
occur on the tormat1on ot Dns-EPAby the reaction ot Dna-Cl with EPA
ls in deciding which methods to use in the investigation. Most ot
the methods which could be utilised have been discussed in the
introduction to this thesiS. X-ray crystallography can be ruled out
as a possible technique because ot the time involved and also because,
as yet, nobody appears to have been able to even proamce suitable
crystals of EPA, let alone ~e modified protein. Since the binding
ot such relatively high amounts ot Dns groups to the protein results
in a large 1ncrease in its molecular weight (about 5,000 daltons)
and, presumably. a concomitant increase in molecular volume, hydrodynamic
techniques would also be unsuitable tor the detection ot changes in
structure occuriilg on mod1tication ot the protein. The absorbance
ot the Dns groups in the regions in which protein chromophores also
absorb would probably complicate a~ attempt to use ditference
spectroscopy in this investigation and thus it also was ruled out.
Fluorescence techniques were not employed tor a Similar reason as the
Dne groups are tluorescent and would make such a m&thodvery complex.
The only sui table methods remaining are circular dichroism and optical
rotatory dispersion, resonance spectroscopy and hydrogen isotope
exchange. It was decided to use at least two ditterent techniques
tor the study ot any changes in the tert1ary structure ot the
prote1n as .it is ditficult to predict the exact influence ot the
bound Dna groups on any one technique. However, it two completely'
uIl1'8lated methods showed that there was no signiticant change
in the shape ot the protein, it is virtually impossible to
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imagine that in both eases the etteet ot the Dns groups would be to
exactly nullity the observable changes due to a structural alteration.
As a result, it was decided to use circular dichroism and tritium
exchange to study the ettect ot binding Dna groups to BPA on the protein's
tertiary structure.
3.2.1. The Calibration ot Tritium Exchange Columns.
The technique er tritium exchange used was that ot Englander
(1963) which has been described previously (2.2.~.). Since the method
was altered trom the origill8.1·in that Sephadex G10was used instead ot
025 it was essential to ensure that under the conditions used the
system would separate the protein from tritiated water. Firstly,
several separate samples ot protein were passed through each column to
ensure that the EPA emerged in the same tractions on each run. Samples
ot tritiated water were then passed through the columns and their
elution positions noted by measuring the radioactivity ot each !raction.
The results shOwedthat the BPA and tritiated water were, in tact,
separated by the system (ng. 12). These tindings were cont1rmed b1
the results obtained once the experimental l'Uns were carried out.
3.2.2. Tritium Exchange.
A typical example er the results obtained in a tritium exchange
experiment with BPA is shown in Figure 13. It is evident that,
when the tritiated protein was allowed to exchange with non-radioactift
butter atter the initial separation, the amount ot radioactivity
associated with the protein gradually decreased. !'rom such a set ot
results, the number tritium atoms remaining per mole ot BFA(N) was
calculated using the equation:-
FIGURE 12.
Calibration of Tritium Exohange Columns.
In order to ensure that the columns ot G10Sephadex used
in tritium. exchange will separate tree tritiated water trom BPA
under the oonditions used, a sample ot the protein and a sample
ot tritiated water were passed separately through the oolumns.
The oolumns are equilibrated with and eluted with Nl::Tbutter pH 8.0.
The effluents trom the columns were mon:.'iClredfor absorbanoe at,.
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The results shown here represent a typical tri Uum exchange
experiment. To 4 JUg ot protein dissolved in 1 ml o.m N-ethyl-
morphol1ne were added 100rl ot tritiated water (20 mCi/ml).
The mixture was lett at 2500 tor 20 h. The pH ot the solution was
then adjusted to pH 8.0 using 1O'P(v/v) acetic acid and the sample
was passed through a column ot Sephadex G10 (6.0 ~ x 2.5 em).
1 ml tractions were colleoted and their absorbance at 280 DIll and
radioactivity were measured (Oh graph). The traction contaIning
protein W9re pooled and incubated at 2500. At various t~1IIBintervals
300,rl ot the pooled tractloIlS were remved and passed thl~ugh a
second column ot Sephadex G10 (6.0 cm x lO.cm). The eftluent trom
the column was lIIOn1t01"8d as betore • colleoting 3001"1 traotions in
this case.
------ O.p.m. x 10-3
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where Co is the original
radioactivity o~ the solution, A is the absorbance and 0 the radio-
activity of a given traction, 110.8 1s t'he molar concentration of
hydrogen in water and ep is the molar extinction coefficient of the
protein. Because the Dna groups, when present, absorb strongly at
280 DDt, the molar extinction of the protein was measured in each
experiment using an aliquot of the original protein solution, after
adjusting Its pH to e.o, and measuring the protein conoentration using
the biuret reaction.
The curve obtained tor EPAon substituting the observed values
in the above equation is shown in Figure 14. The initial ra'te ot
exohange ot the tritium atoms is very rapid but aa. the time ot exohange
increases it gradually slows downand approaches a point at which no
~
net exchange takes place, leavini l\ oertain number ot unexohanged
tr! t!um atoms in the EPA.
Having established the shape of the exohange curve tor BPAby
repeating the experiment senral tims, the rates ot tritium exchange
for several samples of Dne-EPA,each with a dif'teren't molar ratio
of Dns groups to BFA,were investigated (Fig. 15). In order to
compare the curves obtained tor Dna-BPAwith that tor a completely
denatured sample ot BFA, the ourve produced by a preparation of BFA
in which all the disulphide bridges had been broken by perf'ormic
aoid oxidation was also investigated. The results indicated that,
although the curves obtained with Dna-BPAdiffered slightly from that
ot BPA, they are still ve1'1 similar, especially when comparedwith
the results produoed by a completely denatured protein sample.
FIOURE 14.
Tritium Exchange of BFA.
The tritium exchange rate of EPA 'W;lS measured as described
pre110usly (2.2.4.). Results weire obti11ned similar to those
".1
~.'
in lI'1g. 13. From these. the number o<~·unexchanged hydrogen atoms
.'






Tr1 t1um exohange ot Dna-BFA.
Tri tiu.m exohange rate measurements \ft"re carried out
I
on samples ot Dna - EPA conta1D.ing d1ttu.'tnt molar rat10s ~. \
Dna groups to protein. Similar maasu~lll,nts were carried out
on a sample ot EPA ln which the disulphlde bridges bad been
reduced and then oxidised using pertormic aoid.
0-0 BPA
4 -6. Dna - EPA (5.0 moles' Dna groups/mole BPA)
• _. Dna - BPA (9.9 moles Dna groups/mole ~A)
to -A Dna - BPA (17.6moles Dna groups/mole BPA)












This suggested that there may be a slight alteration in the structure
of BPAwhen modified with Dns-Ol but that, compared with the
denatured sample, Dns-BPAstill retained a significant amount of the
native structure ot BPA. It was unlikely that binding such large
amounts of reagent would not affect the shape of the protein and a
slight movementot the protein structure was to be expected.
Performic acid oxidised BPAwas used in the above experiments because
of difficulty in dissolving aminoethyl SPAin the 0.1 MNETbuffer
pH 8.0.
3.2.3. Circular Dichroism.
The circular dichroic spectra of BPAand ot several samples of
Dna-BFAwere measured as described previously (2.2.5.). The samples
ot Dna-EPAall had ditterent molar ratios ot Dna groulls to BPA. One
other sample which was also studied in this way was a sample of BPA
which had been subjected to all the manipulations involved in the
preparation of Dns-EPAbut without the addition of Dna-Cl. This
was carried out to investigate whether the preparative process, in
general, and the presence ot acetone, in particular, had any ettect on
the tertiary structure of the protein. The circular dichroism ot
the samples is expressed in terms of ( e ), the molar elliptcity.
This is calculated from the measured elliItlci ty using the equation
(&) • =t1m
where ,,_ is the
.measuredelli;1oity in degrees, 1 i8 the pathlength ot sample chamber
in centimetres and m is the conoentration in decimoles per millilitre.
•
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The results obtained (Fig. 16) show, once more, that the
Dna-EPAand the native protein are s1m1.1ar in structure as the
spectra obtained have a close resemblance. MOreover, as an
indioation of the manner in which structural changes 1'IOuldalter
the oircular dichroic spectra ot proteins. it bas been shown that
denaturation of prote1ns results in abolition of the trough at
220 nm and reduction, by about half, of the trough at 208 IIJI1
(Legrand and Vlennet, 1964). These troughs are thought to be due to
the «-helical structure present in the protein (Tiffany and Krimm, 1969).
It should also be noted that the process ot preparing Dna-BPAappeared
to cause a slight structural change in the EPAmolecule in the absence
of Dne-Cl.
In an attempt to clarity the ettect ot increasing the degree ot
modification on the circular dichroic spectra, the values for ( e ),
the molar elliJti,clty, tor the difterent samples at 210 IIJI1 and 220 nm
were plotted against the 1I¥)1a~!':t:'8tlos ot Dns groups to EPA1n the
samples (Fig. l~).
(
Since tht change which occured in the circular
dichro1&ospectrum ot the protein on the binding ot Dna groups was
slight, the same conclusion can be drawn trom these experiments as
trom the tritium exchange studies, 1.e. when Dna groups were bound
to EPAthere was a slight structural change, as would be expected,
but the modified protein still retained a sufticiently large amount
ot its nati va shape to make any deductions about its structure from
the pattern ot modification meaningtul.
The tinal step in this study ot the tertiary stl'Ucture ot BPA
is to locate the residues moditied by Dns~l in the amino acid sequence
ot the protein, as it is 1n this way that information about the shape
ot the pro teln can be derived trom a study ot its chemical moditication.
•
FIGURE 16.
Circular Dichroic Spectra of BFAand DDS- BFA.
The circular dichroic spectra of BPAand several samples of
Dns - BFAwith different molar ratios of Dna groups to EPAwere
measured as described previously (2.2.5.). Also measured was a
sample ot EPAwhich had been subjected to the same process as
required tor the p~paration of Dna - BFAbut in the absence ot
Dna-Cl. This sample was called mock-reacted BPA. All
measurements were carried out at 25°C in O.Dotphosphate butter
pH 8.0. The circular dichroism er the samples~is expressed in
terms ot (e) , the molar elliP:1city.
-- mock-reacted BPA
--- -- DDS- EPA (5.0 moles Dns groups/mole BPA)
.-. Dna - EPA (9.9 1OO18sDna groups/mole BPA)
Dna - BPA (14.8 moles Dns groups/mole BPA
•......... Dns - EPA (11.11OO18sDna groups/mole BPA)
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The Relationship between the Molar Ratio ot Dns Groups to EPA
and Circular Dichroism.
The circular dichroic spectra ot several samples ot Dna - EPA
were neasured as described previously (2.2.5.) and the values tor
the molar elliPicity, (e). ot the samples at 210 nm and 220 nm were
compared in terms ot the molar ratio ot Dna groups to BPA in each
case.
(}-0 molar ellip1,ci ty at 220 mil
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Molar ratio ot Dna groUps to BPA
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3.3. THE LOCATIONOF THE MODIFIEDRESIlXTESIN THE
AMINOACID SEQ,Ul!:NCE OF Dna-EPA.
The initial step in determining Whioh partiou1ar residues in
the BFAmolecule are moditied on reaction with Dna-Cl was to carry
out the amino acid analysis ot Dna-BFA. It was Shownusing
(
N -Dna-lysine that amino acids moditied in this way did not elute as
a detectable peak in any position during a normal run on the amino
acid analyser. AB a result ot this, it any amino acid in the protein
which could react with Dna-Cl gave a lower value on ~no acid analysis
than expected,.,it would be indicative of the number ot such reSidues
which had been modified. The results ot the amino acid analysis ot
Dns-BPA (Table 6) suggested that about ten lysine residues and Six
tyrosine residues had Dns groups attached to them. These results
agree quite well wtth the calculated molar ratio ot Dne groups to
EPAin Dne-BPAwhich was moditied to the maximumdegree _ 1'1.5 moles
Dne groups per mole BPA. It shcuid also be noted that one residue
..
ot aspartic actd, the N-termdnal ~~sidue ot the protein, will also haTe
reacted with Dna-Cl.
The best method ot locating the moditied residues in the amino
acid sequence ot Dna';:';BFA1s to break the protein down to small pept1des
and then to isolate the peptides containing the Dna groups and by
studying the sequence ot such peptides to tit them into the primar,y
structure ot the protein. It was decided. at tirst, to attempt to
use only enzymatic techniques in the cleavage ot the peptide chain
as use ot chemcal techniques mght lead to alterations in the Dna
groups.
Betore enzymatic digestion ot the Dna-BFAwas carried out, the
disulphide bridges in the protein were reduced aM the cysteine
•
TABU: 6.
The A.'llinoAcid Analysis of Dns-BPA.
The amiDoaoid acid analysis ot Dns-EPAwas carried out as
described previously (2.2.9.). The averag6 ot six analyses 1s
shown, comparedwith the amino ac1d anal1'si_ ot BPA(Table 1.).
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Aspartic acid 54 55
Threonine 32 33
Serine 26 27













residues were aminoethy1ated (2.2.7.). Four ditterent proteolytic
enzymes were tested in order to determine which was ithe most suitable
tor an initial tragmentation ot the Dns-BPA. The enzymes used were
trypsin, chymotrypsin, thermolysin and pepsin. The cond1tions ot
digest, in each case have been described previously (2.2.10.). Ot
the tour proteases pepsin was chosen as the most suitable tor two
reasons: (1) it ms the only one which gave rise to a digestion
produc~ which was completely soluble and (2) because it was less
specitic in the pOints at which it would cleave the peptide chain
than most ot the other enzymes used. This would produce smaller
peptides, which tacilitate exact location ot the moditied residues,
as, in many eases, no turther cleavage ot;t he pept1de would be requ1red.
3.3.1. Characterisation ot the Peptic Digest ot Dns-EPA.
Betore proceeding with a tract1onat1on ot the pept1des produced
on the digestion ot aminoethyl Dna-EPAwith pepsin, it was important
to demonstrate that the cleavage occuDing was v1rtually complete and
that the tragments obtained were of a suitable size. In order to
show this, an approximate molecular weight determination was carried
out on the product ot digestion using gel chromatogmphy (Fig. 18).
A column (115 em x 1 ~) ot Sephadex G50 tine, equilibrated with
~ (v/v) formic ac1d, was cal1brated w1th prote1ns ot knownmolecular
weight (2.2.11.) and a relationship was estab11shed between K~'YI' the
partition coefticient between the liquid phase and the gel phase,
and molecular weight (Fig. leA). 20 mg ot the peptic digest ot
aminoethyl Dns*BPAwas then chromatographed on the same column. !Iba
concentration ot protein in the 1 ml tractions collected was estimated
•
l7CURE 18.
Gel Chromatography ot the Peptic Digest ot Aminoethyl Dns-EPA.
A sample ot Dna - BPA was aminoethylated (2.2.7.) and then
subjected to peptic digestion as described earlier (2.2.10.) 20mg
ot the digest was then chromatographed on a column (115 cm % 1 cm) ot
Sephadex G50 tine equilibrated with 5% (v/v) tormic acid. 1 ml . t
tractions were collected and assayed tor protein concentration using the
bu1ret method (2.2.2.). The column had previously been calibrated with
several proteins ot known moleoular weig.~t (2.2.11.) and the relation-
ship between KaT. the partition coetti~~~nt between the liquid phase
and the gel phase, and molecular weight is shown in Fig. leA. The
results obtained with the peptic digest are shown in Fig. l8B. The
tirst peak elutes in the void volume ot the column. The seoond




















using the biuret method (2,2.2,).
The product ot peptic digestion was separated into two peaks
(Fig.leB). The first peak eluted in the void volume ot~he column
and accounted for 16%ot the total sample. In the calibration ot the
column, itibomlclease A was just separated trom Blue Dextran, the void
volume marker, suggesting that material eluting in the void volume
has a molecular weight ot over 14,000 - 15,000 daltons. Hence the
tirst peak obtained on chromatograp~y or the peptic dlgest ls elther
uncleaved Dns-BPAor large peptides produced by cleavage at only one
or two sites on the molecule. The second peak ls a large, assymetric
peak whlch contains 84% ot the sample. This peak will contain the
small peptides produced by much more extensive cleavage ot the protein
and does, ln tact, correspond to a molecular welght ot 680 daltons
at its JlI!lx1mum.pOint. The tirst peak cannot represent a region ot
the molecule which ls not attached by pepsin Since, in order to have
a molecular weight of over 15,000 daltons it mst represent 25'; ot
the sample., This ~indicates that the complete sequence ot amino acids
in BPAcan be accounted tor by the peptides in the second peak.
Having demonstrated that peptic digestion\is a suitable method ot
producing short peptides trom Dna-BPA,the next stage in the identi-
fication of the moditied residues is to separate and purity the Dna-
peptides.
3.3.2. Peptide Analysis ot the Peptic Digest of Dns-BPA.
The tlrst step in the separation and puritication ot the Dns-
peptides produced on the peptic digestion ot amlnoethyl Dns-BPAwas
to separate the peptides, using a peptide analyser (2.2.12.).
•
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In this system the peptide mixture is subjected to ion-exchange
chromatography on Chromt')beadP resin eluted with a gradient trom
O.lM to 2.OMpyridine-acetate butter and pH 2.75 to pH 6.5. While
4.5 ml tractions were being collected, a small amount ot th~ eluate
was continuously monitored tor protein using the ninhydrin method.
The fractIons were then tested tor absorbance at 330 nmwhich 1s
indicative ot the presence ot Dna groups (2.2.2.).
The results obtained show (Fig. 19) that, while peptides trom
the peptic digest are eluted throughout the course ot the gradient,
all the Dns-peptides, except one, are eluted in the latter halt ot the
gradient.
To ensure that the absorbance observed at 330 nmwas due to the
Dna groups present in the pept1des, the relative tluoresoence ot
tractions 1I8.S also measured. This was achieved by spottIng an aliquot
of each on WhatmanNo. 1 paper and comparing the fluorescence of the
spots under an ultraviolet lamp. The relative fluorescence measured
in this way corresponded to the absorbance at 330 nm (ng. 20). The
first peak ot absorbance at 330 nmwas found to have a very blue
fluorescence characteristio of nns-OH and this probably explains why
it is eluted at the beginning ot the gradient since strongly acid1c
compoundsare not retarded to any large extent, by the reSin. The
tractions containing peaks ot absorbanoe at 330 IlDl were pooled as
shown (Fig. 20) and taken tor further puritication.
The column eluate was mnitored tor protein and absorbance at
330 nmwhile the column was being washed with 2MNaOBat the end of
a run to ensure that all the applied sample had been eluted in the
course ot the gradient. As a further check, the total amount of
protein eluted trom the oolumn was calculated trom the results of
•
FIGURF.: 19.
Peptide Analysis of the Peptic Digest of Aminoethyl Dna -'EPA (I).
3r= of the peptic digest of aminoethyl Dns--BFA was, separa ted by
ion-exohange ohromatography on ChromobeadP resin. The grad1ent used
to elute the peptides rose from O.lM to 2.CMpyr1d1ne-acetate butfer and
from pH 2.75 to pH 6.5. 4.5 ml fract10ns were oollected and a small
amount of the eluate was cont1mously DXlnitored for protein using the
n1nhydrin method. The protein concentration 1s direotly proportioned
to the absorbance at 570 mil ot the reaction product. The tractions














Peptide AnalYSis of the Peptio Digest of Aminoethyl Dns - BPA(U).
The fract10ns colleoted in the prev10us e~r1ment (Fig. 19)
were also tested tor their relative tluorescenoe. An aliquot ot
each was spotted on WhatmanNo.1 paper and the spots were compared
under ultraviolet 11ght. The tract10ns containing Dna - peptides
were pooled as shown at the top ot the diagram. The absorbance
at 330 nmot the tractions, shown in the previous t1gure (Fig. 19)



























the ninhydrin reaction,on the peptides atter hydrolysis. The
recovery obtained was over lO~ but the discrepancy is probably due
to the tact that Dns groups intertere with the ninhydrin reaction
(Lagunoff and Ottolenghi, 1966).
An attempt was made to improve the separation ot the peptic
digest ot Dna-EPAon the peptide aIlalyzer by raising the starting
concentration and pH ot the butter gradient. In this w87. it was
hoped to expand the latter halt ot the original gradient. The l!r)ditied
gradient rose trom O.2Mto 2.OMpyridine-acetate butter and trom pH 3.1
to pH 6.5. The results show (ng. 21) that the resolution ot the Dns-
peptide peaks had been improved but no newpeaks appeared. It was
decided, therefore, to use the original system tor the peptide analYSis
ot the peptic digest ot aminoethyl Dns-BPAas the same Dna-peptide peaks
were obtained in tewer tractions.
The Puritication ot the Dna-Peptides.
Baving achieved an initial separation ot the Dna-peptides
produced by the peptic digestion ot amino-ethyl BPA, the pooled traotions
trom the peptide analyser must nowbe puritied and the Dna-peptides
isolated tree ot all other peptides. It was thought that, since the
Dns-peptides diftered from all the other peptides~ln that they had
quite a bulky reagent group bound to th8lll;,it might be possible to
produce a method ot purification which would separate only the modified
peptides tl'Om the remainder. For this reason, small samples ot the
pooled fractions trom the peptide analyser were subjected to a wide
range ot separation techniques (Table 7). Someof the techniques
tested were based on methods used tor the separation of peptidea while
others were based on methods used tor Dns-am1noacids.
•
FIGURE 21.
Peptide Analysis of the Peptic Di~st of Aminoethy1 Dna - BPA (III).
The peptide analysis of the peptic digest or aminoethyl Dna - BFA
(2.2.12.) was repeated but in this case the gradient used rose trom
O.2K to 2.W pyrid11lS-acetate butter a~ trom pH 3.1 to pH 6.5. The





Methods for the Isolation of Dna - Peptides.
A number of d1tferent tecbnlques were emm1ned in an attempt
to produce a method ot isolating the peptides containing Dna groups,
present in the tractions obtained by separation ot the peptic digest
ot am1noet~l Dna - BPA on an ion-exohange oolumn.
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Electrophoresis at pH1.8 Bo)"erand Talala)", 1966
Bennett, 196'1
Gray aJld Hartle)", 1963
Bennett, 196'1
Gra)"and Hartle)", 1963
Electrophoresis at pH 3.5
Electrophoresis at pH 4.4
Electrophoresis at pH6.5
Electrophoresis at pH 12.~
Chromatograph)"in isobutaJlol: acetic acid: Zanetta!l al.. 19'10
water (15:.4:.2)
Chromatographyin bu.tan-l-ol: acetic acid: Katz et al., 19~9
water (4:1:5)
Extraction into water-saturated eth)"l
acetate
Perc)" and lhchlrald, 19'12
•
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High-voltage paper electrophoresis was tested at tive ditterent
pHvalues. Atter electrophoresis, and chromatography, the Dns-
peptides were easily visualised by viewing the paper under an ultra-
violet lamp before staining it for peptide material using the cadm1UJ1l
acetate-ninhydrin stain. (2.2.l4.). All, except the pH 12.5 method,
provided a reasonable separation of the peptides in the mixture.
Unfortunately the Dns-peptides did not behave differently trom the
unmodified peptides and thus they cannot be easily isolated from
contaminating peptides using this technique. Electrophoresis at
pH 12.5 did not give very good resolution ot the peptides in the
mixture as the sample did not separate into discrete spots. The two
systems of paper chromatography attempted also suffered trom this
disadvantage. Whena solution ot one ot the sets ot pooled tractions
trom the peptide analyzer was extracted into watel'-saturated eth1'l
acetate it was tound that tluol¥.'scence was present in both phases
suggesting that, once mre, the, Dns-peptides did not have identical,
I .'
properties. Since it was ap,a:-ent that it would be ditticult to
devise a simple method of isolating the Dns-peptides it was decided
to use repeated preparative electrophoresis at dIfferent pH values
to purify the modified peptides. Atter each electrophoresis the
tluorescent peptides were located, cut out ot the paper and eluted
with $(v/v) pyridine. The peptides were then checked tor purity
by subjecting a small amount to electrophoresIs at a different pH
value. If they proved to be still impure the complete sample 1111!18
then taken for a turther preparative electrophoresis step. The
etticiency of elution ot the peptides trom paper could be tested b:r
drying the eluted paper and looking tor any remaining fluorescence
under an ultraviolet lamp.
•
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The Sequence and Position ot the Dns-Peptides.
".
Unfortunately, due to losses occ~ing in the puritication methods
used tor the Dn~peptides, the tinal yd81ds ot BUch peptides were small ••
Aa a result, it was decided to attempt to locate the peptideSinthe
amino acid sequence ot EPA (Brown ~ al., 1971) on the basis ot their
amino acid analyses. To test whether this method was teas1ble or not
the published sequence ot EPA wastnvestigated and the DUmber ot
poss1ble tripeptides whioh contained a lysine residue was noted. The
amino acid analyses which these tripeptides would give rise to were
compared and it was tound that out ot the 95 possible analyses 47 would
indicate the location ot a unique tripeptide. This suggested that
location ot the peptides in this manner is quite possible tor, it the
Dns-peptides are larger than tripeptides,more ot their analyses will
be unique.
Once the DDS-peptide was obtained in an apparently pure torm,
an aliquot or, in most cases, allot the sample was hydrolysed tor
22 h at 1100a in lOOr 1 5.'1MH01. Arter hydrolysis 5.rl were taken
and dried down to be used in the identitication ot the Dna-amino acid
present (2.2.15.). The remainder ot the hydrolysate 1I8.S also
evaporated to dryness. Three-quarters ot the sample was then used tor
the amino acid analysis while the remainder was taken tor tluorescence
measurements to determine the concentration ot Dne groups present.
The tirst step in the tluorescence determinations was to show
that the tluorescence ot a Dne-amino acid is proportion'Ll to its
concentration. This was achieved by measuring the tluorescence
emission at 510 nm ot solutions ot ditterent concentrations ot
Nf.-Dns-lysine in ~ (v/Y) pyridine e:z:citedwith light at 340 nm (P'18.·22).
•
FIGURE 22.
The Relationship Between the Fluorescence and Concentration
of N~ns - LY8 ine ,
The fluorescence emission at 510 om ot solutions conta1ning
different concentrations ot N( - Dna - ly-sine 1n $ (v/v) P7l'1d1ne
was measured as descr1bed prev10usly (2.2.6.). The wavelength ot






















The results showed that the fluorescence emission was proportional
to concentration over a suitable range. The concentration of the
unknownsamples was then calculated by measurlng the1r fluorescence
as above against a standard sample of N(-Dns-lysine. Allowance
was made, where applicable, for the fact that the fluorescence of
O-Dns-tyrosine 1s one tenth of that produced by the same concentration
of N~-Dns-lysine (Gros and labcuesse, 1969).
The concentration of Dns groups, determined in this manner was
then used to calculate the relative molar amounts of amino acids
present in the Dns-peptide, based on the amino acid analysis. The
results obtained are shown in Table 8. Keaningtul amino acid analyses
have been obtained for twenty-three peptides and, of these, six have
been located in the amino acid sequence of BPAto within two residues.
A turther peptide, 120, can be positioned in one of two unique locations.
Of the remaining peptides in Table 8, seven did not contain sufficient
res1dues to per.m1t 1dent1f1cation of their position while eight other
peptides, mostly those I'll th large amounts of amino acids could DOt.be
assigned to a unique location as their analyses did not correspond to
any possible sequence in EPA. These latter peptideS are probably
still 1mpure. P'romits amino acid analysis. '12Bis probably free
tN -Dna-lysine. Twenty-five other peptides were isolated from :the
peptic digest of Dns-BPAbut manyof these were not obtained in
sufficient amounts for amino acid analysis while in the remain1D8
cases the concentration of Dns groups, calculated from fluorescence
measurements did not agree with the amino acid analysis.
As a result ot the above method, one third of the Dna groups
present in Dna-BPAhave been assigned unique locations in the amino
acid sequence ot EPA.
•
TABLE 8.
The AmdnoAcid Analyses and Position in the BPA~lecule
ot the DDs-Peptides.
Under the heading of 'Purif'ication" are listed, in order, the pH
values at which p~parative, high-voltage, paper electrophoresis was
carried out in the purification of a given peptide. The concentration
of' Dna groups was calculated from the f'luorescence ot a sample relative
to a standard solution of NE._Dns- lysine. This concentration is
expressed in nanomoles of' Dns groups present in the portion ot the sample
taken for amino acid analysis. The Dna -amino acid present in each
peptide was identitied by thin-layer chromatograp~ (2.2.15.). The
amino acid analyses are expressed in terms of moles of amino acid per
mole of Dna groups. The lOON complex analyses are listed only in
terms of the total mmber ot amino acids present per Dna group. In
calculation ot the analyses allowance was made ~or the f'act that, in a
few cases, there may be mrs than one Dna group per peptide. The
position of' a moditied residue 'in the amino acid sequence ot BPAwas
deduced trom the amino acid analysis and is listed as the DUmberot that
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-4. DIS 0 U S S ION
\
-lOl-
A discussion of the results presented in the previous section
11'111be simplitied if it is divided into the same three areas outlined
earlier (1.6.). These are: (1) a study of the reaotion ot Dna-Cl
wi th BFA, (2) the etfect of the modification on the tertiary stNoture
of BFAand (3) the pos! tion of the modified residues in the amino
acid sequence of the protein.
4.1. THE REACTIONOF Dns-Cl WITH BFA.
The reaction of Dna-Cl with amino acids and with the N-terminal
residues ot peptides and proteins has been extensively studied
(Gros and Labouesse. 1969; Gray, 1964; La~nott and Ottolenghi. 1966).
The reaction ot the same compoundwith f.-lysine,O-tyrosine and other
groups in proteins has also been examined, btl t to a lesser extent
(Weber, 1952; Okabeand Takagi. 19'71; Hartley and Kassey. 1956).
~/
In the studY ot the chemical Jl':cd~fication ot proteins using Dna-Cl,
. I
all the studies carried out on the reaction of protein tunctional
groups with the reagent haw InlOlved only a slight degree of
moditioation. with only one or two Dna groups being round per protein
molerule. So tar. no one has s111died. in a~ depth. the tactors
influencing the reaotion ot Dna.-Clwith proteins. It was because
ot the lack,ot information in this area that the tirst part of this
thesis was devoted to an elucidation ot the 'ffects ot various
experimental parameters on the reaction ot Dna-Cl with BPA. •
A necessary initial step in such a study was to devise a mtbod
at determining the extent of the chemical modi.tication occurring
(3.1.2.).. The nrst two methods tested were tound to be unsatisfactory
as both relied on ultraviolet absorbance measurements to determine the
•
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concentrations ot protein or Dns-groupe,and the absorbanc8s did not
remain proportional to the conoentrations as the degree ot moditication
increased. A comparison ot the three methods used indi cated that
the molar extinotion ooeffioient of the bound Dna groups varied between
3.78 x 103 and 4.86 x 103 litre mol-lam-l as the degree of moditication
increased. Because the Dns group had an absorbance at 280 nm., it was
diffioult to analyse the effect of~.increasing the molar ratio ot Dns
groups to EPAon the abeorbanoes ot the pro teln and the reagent at
280 nm. It appeared that the absorbance ot the protein at 290 nm..
having been corrected for the absorbance ot the Dna group and tor
the variation in the molar extinction coefticient, was still not
proportional to the protein coneentration. This suggested that
~1th9r the molar extinction coefficient ot the protein at 280 nm. was
dependent on the degree ot mOditlcatlon,or tbat the absorbance ot the
Dns group at 280 nm. is DOt always half ot its absorbance at 3a? nm..
The anomaly in the a bsorbance at 280 nm eould be attributed to
a structural change in the protein due to increasing modification, but
this is unlikely as such a change, if it exists, is slight (3.2.).
This phenomenoncould also be due to interactions between Dns groups
and protein chromophores or other Dns groups. PUrther evidence for
this was obtained trom a study ot the tluorescence of several samples
ot Dns-BPA(3.1.7.). It was tound that at high molar ratios ot Dna
groups to BPAthe fluorescence yield ot the moditied protein did, in
taot, decrease, suggesting some torm ot energy traDSter trom the Dns
groups to other such groups or to protein chromophores.
'lbe third method of measuring the molar ratio ot Dna groups to
BPA, ln~lv1ng the use ot radioaotivity and the biuret method, proved to
be quite satistactory. One other method ot carrying out this
•
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measurement, which was not tested in this system, is that ot Hartley
and Massey (1956). This involves extensive dialysis ot the reaction
mixture. In this way the Dns-C>H,whichis produced by the hydrolysis
ot the exoess Dns-Cl,can ba collected and its concentration calculated
from its ultraviolet absorbance, This method was DOtused because it
makes DO allowance tor the presence ot ~ Dns-DHmolecules which may
be strongly adsorbed to the BFAmolecule.
Once a method had been established tor the determination ot the
molar ratio ot Dns 'groups to BFA, the ettect ot ditterent tactors on
the reaction could then be investigated. The tirst aspect ot the
reaction to be studied was the ettect ot increasing aJ%k)untsot Dna-Cl
in the reaction mixture (3.1.3.). The results showed that. under the
conditions used, the degree ot moditication increased as the amount ot
Dns-Cl in the reaction mixture was increased. up to .about '10moles
Dns-Cl per mole BFA. It the concentration ot Dns-Cl in the reaction
mixture was increased above this "alue it had DO ettect on the molar
, .
ratio ot Dns groups to EPAwhich remained at its mexinDJmvalue ot
about 1'1.5. This corresponds to about one titth ot the total number
ot groups which Dna-Cl could react with in BPA,based on its amino acid
analysis (Table 1). Such a result would indicate that tor some reason
a large majority ot the lysine and tyrosine side chains in BPAare
prevented trom reacting with Dna-Cl.
The second experimental parameter to be investigated in tha
reaction ot Dns-Cl with EPAwas t he length ot t1ma to.r which the
reaction was permitted to take place (3.l.~.). The results show
that the tirst ten or so reSidues to react with Dna-Cl were modit1ed
very rapidly while the remaining functional groups reacted at a slower
•
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rate over the next ten hours (Fig. 10). In one of the few other
studies carried out on the rate of reaction of Dna-Cl with proteins,
Gros and Labouesse (1969) showed that, Witho(-chymtrypsin, the
JlX)dification was canplete after ZOmin. In their system, however,
the reaction was carried out in 4lf urea which would lead to exposure
to the solvent of all the :tUnctional groups in the protein and. as a
result, a faster reaction.
One problem caused by the method of p~paration of Dns-BPAused
in this study is that it was difficult to 0btain a zero-time sample
in studies of the rate of lIOdification of the protein (1.3.5.).
The reason for this is that the reaction is stopped by a centritugation
step which cannot be carried out rapidly. One way of studying the
reaction over short time intervals would be to use the mthod den sed
by Gros and Labouesse (1969). Using this technique the reaction is
studied spect1"OphotometricaUy at the wavelength at which there is a
maximumdifference in absorbancy between Dna-Cl and Dna-BPA. The
reaction can be followed, by this method, from as little as 20 s
after the addition of the Dna-Cl.
Having studied the effect of the reaction time on the molar ratio
of Dns groups to BFAin Dns-BFA, several other factors which could
influence the degree of JOOdification of BPJ\I were also investigated (3.1.6.).
One experimental parameter which was studied was IiI. The effect
of pH,on the reaction of Dns-Cl with proteins is due to tlvo factors.
The first ot these is the pIt ot the functional group, for it is this
which will determine whether at a siven pH the group is in the reacti va
or unreactive form eg. in the case ot amino groups the unreactive form
+




is the ef'f'ect of' raising the pHon the rate of' hydrolysis of' Dns-Ol
by water since this rises exponentially above pH 9.5 due to catalysis
by Olr groups. As a result of' this, if' the pKof' a functional group
lies above 9.5, the rate and, perhaps, the extent of' the reaction of'
that,g;oup with Dns-Ol can be increased by increasing the pH to pH9.5.
However, if' the pH is raised above pH 9.5, there wUl be no further
increase in the degree of' modif'ication. Since the pKs of't -lysine
amino groups and tyrosyl hydroxyl groups lie above 9.5 it was decided
to examine the ef'f'ect, on the modif'ication of' EPA, of' raising the pH ot
the reaction mixture to 9.1. As expected, a higher ratio of' Dns groups
to BPAwas obtained in the Dns-BPAf'ormed (Table CS). Despi te this
increase, less than one third of' the number of' functional groups which
could react with Dns-Ol did so. Since the pK of' the E-lysine amiIlO
groups in BPAis abnormally low, about pH 9.8 (1.5.3.), the above
result sugges";c that the limitations imposed on the degree of'
modification of' BPAwith Dns-Cl are not due, in the main, to the
:f'unctional groups on the protein being in their protonated torms.
Although Gros and Labouesse (1969) stated that the extent ot
md1tication of' a protein with Dna-Ol depended sol~ly on the absolute
concentrations ot the reagents and the reactive species, when the
ef'fect of' altering the concentration ot the reaction mixture was
studied, it was f'ound tl:Bt halving the concentration ot Dna-Cl and
ot BPAhad little ef'f'ect on the ratio ot Dna groups to EPAin the product.
It appeared that lowering the concentrations of' reagent and protein
caused a slightly higher degree ot modif'ication, it anything. This
could be due to an increased 8JIIOuntot soluble Dna-Cl being present
in the reaction mixture.
•
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One point ot interest which emerges trom the above experiments
is that only one titth ot the total possible number ot reaotive groups
in ~A are moditied on reaction with Dns-Cl under the conditions used.
On the basis ot the results discussed so tar, this phenomenoncannot
be due to the use ot low concentrations ot reagents in the reaction
mixture as, once a maxillumdegree ot modification is attained, further
inoreases in the conoentration ot Dna-Cl have no ettect (3.1.3).
liIJ.rthermore, the low molar ratio ot Dna groups to BPAin the JOOditied
protein cannot be attributed to protonation ot 'the reactive species
as increasing the pH ot the reaction mixture to a value close to the
pK of' the titty-eight (-lysine groups in the protein does not have
a marked eftect on the moditication of the pro duct (Table ~). Another
possible cause which can be ruled out is the ettect ot the solubility
ot the reagent,as halving the concentrations ot the compoundsin the
reaction mixture barely alters tha degree ot moditication. Preferential
adsorption ot the reagent by retl!ons ot the protein has also been shown
to influence the pattern ot chendc&! moditication, but it cannot be the (.'
cause ot the low degree ot modification in this cas~, as the use ot high
concentrations ot reagent should overcome this ettect. 1Uim1nation
ot the above possibilities suggests that the JIIOstprobable reason tor
the low m1ar ratio ot Dns groups to BP'A. in Dns-BPAis some tOl'JJlot
steric etfect, in which the Dns-Cl cannot react with all the reactive
groups on the protein because the majority ot them are not treely
accessible.
In an attempt to demonstrate this steric attect it was dec1ded
to react Dns-Cl with BPAunder denatur1ng condi tiona. It tha
react1vity ot the groups on the pmtein 1s dependent on the shape ot
the protein, carrying out the reaction under denatur1ng conditions
•
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should lead to the JJDditication ot all possible groups. When
the reaction was carried out in the presence ot denaturing agents
(Table '" it was tound that the degree ot moditication obtained was,
in tact, less than tmt obtained using the native protein. A similar
result was observed by Goldtarb (1969) in his studies ot the reaction
ot trinitrobenzene-su1phonic acid with human se~ albumin. He
suggested that the anomalY'was due to exclusion ot the reagent trom the
protein bY'the urea. A second method in which the structure ot the
protein was disrupted betore reaction with Dna-Cl was by breaking the
disulphide bonds using pertormic acid oxidation (Table I). In this
case there was also no increase in the degree ot JJDdit1cation ot the
product. This oontirms the tact that disulphide bonds are DOt
essential tor maintenance of some degree of tertiary struoture in
protein (Ant1nsen, 1972) as the performic aoid oxidised EPAis
.;
probablY' not dsnatured to a great degree. The :11nal method which
was used in an attempt to mdif'y all the reaotive groups in EPAwas
that ot Gros and Labouesse (1969). In this experiment almost all
the reactive groups do react with Dns-Cl (Tab'le 5). The high degree
ot modifioation could be due to the use ot urea at a pH of 9.4 although,
when tested separately, such conditions had little effect. On the
other ham, the alteration in the extent of the reaction could be due
to the presence of d1methylformamide in the reaction mixture.
Because 1there are so many'parameters involved,i t is very difficult to
pinpoint the exact cause of the greatly increased mar ratio ot Dns
, groups to BPAin Dns-BPAproduoed bY' this method. However, the tact
that a large number ot the reactive groups in BPAcan be modified under
these cond1tions ,does tend to substantiate the theory that the limit1ng
•
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tactor, which determines the degree ot moditication obtained, is the
sterie ettect. At present, there is some eTidence that DlaIl1ot the
reaotive s ide-chains in BPAare buried in the interior ot the molecule.
Salaman and Williamson (1971) suggested, on the basis ot isoelectric
tocusing studies, that ten basic groups are in the interior ot the
protein,whlle Arvidsson (1972) proposed a model for EPAin which
posi tiTely and negatiTely charged groups on the protein were inTolTed
in the formation of salt bonds within the protein.
A study ot the reaction ot Dna-Cl with ~BPAhas, already, led to
some information about the structure ot the protein. More detailed
in:fbrmation will be obtained once the residues which can react with
Dna-Cl haTe been located in the amino acid sequence ot the BPAbut,
betore this can be ot any Talue, it mst be shown that the modification




4.2. STRUC:1WAL CHANG~ ON '1m: .rC>RMATIONOF Dns-SPA
It was deoided to use two different te~niques to investigate
whether mdifying BPAwi th .uns-Cl caused a significant change in
the protein's structure or not. The two most sui table methods
for such a study were deemed to be tritium exchange aDd circular
dichroism (3.2.). In both oases the results obtained with BFAwere
compared with those obtained from a series of samples of .uns-.I::lPA,each
of which was modified to a different extent.
In the set of experiments using tritium exchange, a sample of
denatured BPAwas also studied to provide a meana of determining bow
close the structure of Dns-BPAwas to the native protein (3.2.2.).
PUrther support for the conclusion that the tritium exchange curves
(Fig. 15) indicate that BPAand Dns-BPAare very similar can be
obtained from a study of other hydrogen isotope exchange experiments.
Benson and liallaway (1970)have shown that the difference in the number
of unexchanged hydrogen atoms per mole of protein between BPAin
solution at pti 6.2 and in solution at pH. 6.4 is about twelve. No
detectable structural change occurs in ID'Abetween these pH values
(leonard !l .!J.., 1962; Harmsen!! al •• 1971). The difference
between Dns-HPAand SPAis, at most t fifteen unexchanged hydrogen
atoms per mole of protein which, in view of the above results, suggests
that Dna-SPAand BPAare not significantly difterent in terms of
structure.
Unfortunately, in the case of the circular dichroism experiments,
HPAhas not been studied to the same extent as it has with tri tium
exchange. Because ot this any deductions about the structural
similarity ot EPAand Dns-.t:sPAhave to be based on the effect of
•
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denaturation on the circular diohroism of proteins (3.2.3.).
Thus the results of two di fferent techniques of detecting
structural changes caused by the modifioation of HPAby Dna-Cl
indicate that there is no significant diff'erence between the tertiBr7
structures of BJ:'Aand Dns-BFA. This finding also shows that in
the course of the modifioation no abnormal f'ormation of' oligoJDBrs
oeeura , This might have given rise to eln"ODeOUSresults in the
study of the :taotors affeoting the reaotion of Dns-Cl with B.t'A.
~ince there 1s little dif'ference between the structures of the
native and mttified protein. deduotions can now be made about the
shape of' B.l:'A.based on the position in the amino acid sequence of' the
residues whioh have reaoted with Dns-Cl.
•
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".3. THE LOCATION Ol!' THE MODI:FIED RESIDmS IN THE
.AMINO ACID SEQ.UENCE OF Dna-BPA
In order, tirst ot all, to determine which residues ot BFA
had been moditied, an amino acid analysis ot Dns-EPAwas carried
out (3.3.). The results obtained agreed well with the calculated
molar re.tio ot Dns groupsto BPAin the moditied protein. However,
it' the extent ot hydrolysis ot the Dns-amino acids which oceurs in
the prepare.tion ot the protein tor amino acid analysis (Gl'OSand
Labouesse, 1969) is taken into consideration, the agreement is not
so good. Gros and Labouesse (1969) tound that atter lah ot
hydrolysis in ~.'714 BCl at 1100 the recoveries ot N~-Dns-lysine and
O-Dns-tyrosine were ao% and 60% respectively. The results tor
N£-Dns-lysine were contirmed by carrying out the hydrolysis ot the
compoundunder the conditio.!1S used in this work (2.2.9.).
Correoted tor hydrolysis, the results suggest that about twelve
lysine residues and ten tyrosine residues have been modified. Thi.
is slightly higher than the molar re.tio ot Dns groups to BFA
oalculated trom the assay system (3.1.2.) which is 17.5. Despite
this, the results ot the amino acid analysiS ot Dna-BFAdo provide
an approximate idea ot the distribution ot the Dns group5 between
the lysine and tyrosim residues.
In order to locate the moditied residues in the amino acid
sequence ot the BPA, the protein has to be broken down into small
peptides. The peptides containing a Dns group can then be isola ted
and identified. '!be peptio digestion ot aminoethyl Dna-BPAwas
seleoted as the best method ot carrying this out (3.3.) and the
products ot digestion _re shown to be ot a sui table size (3.3.1.).
The initial separe.tion ot the enzymic digest was pertormed
•
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using an ion-exchange column and a peptide analy-ser. The Dna-
peptides were eluted from the column during the second half of the
gradient (Fig. 19). This is to be expected as peptides containing
aromatic residues are known to be delayed to some extent in the
system used.
An attempt was then made to find a suitable purification method
for the Dns-peptides fractionated on the peptide analyser. Since the
Dna-peptides were different from all the other peptides present in
that they had a Dns group bound to them,it was hOped that a method
could be found which would select only the Dns-peptides from the
mixture. A large number of different techniques were tested
(Table 7) but no system was found in which the Dna-peptides behaved
any difterently than all the other peptides. This probably til;due
to the tact that the Dns-peptides are ot sufticient size that they
will retain many of the properties ot normal peptides,and the Dns
group attached to them will not be able to overwhelm the peptide-like
behaviour ot the Dns-peptides. As a result ot this, the Dns-peptides
were puritied using the normal practice for peptides of preparative
paper electrophoresis at several different pH values.
Unoe the Vns-peptides had been pur1tied, a sample ot each was
taken for amino acid analysis. The position of each peptide in the
amino aoid sequence of BPA was deduced from its analysis. This has
been previously shown to be possible (3.3.4.), depending on the size of
the peptide. A sample ot the peptide after hydrolysis was used for
the identification of the Dns-amino acid present in the peptide,
while another aliquot was used to determine the co~centration of
Dna groups in each sample (Table a). On the baSis of this
information, several of the Dns-peptides oould be allocated unique
•
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posi tiona in the amino acid sequence ot the protein elucidated
by Brown~ !!. (1971). In allocating the positions ot the Dns-
peptides. one region tor which the sequence has not yet been
determined (residues no. U-O-2S4) was not considered and it is
possible that some ot the peptides tor which a position could !'lOtbe
tound arise trom this area. Another problem in the location ot the
Dns-peptides is that the sequence drawn up by 8rown ~ !!. (1971) is
still in a preliminary torm and. as a result, errors could exist in
it. This has been shown to be the case by the work ot King and
Spencer (1972) who have completely sequenced two regions of the EPA
molecule. However, the ditferences that they found did not permit
any further allocation 0 f~.the Dns-peptides analysed so tar. The
work ot both groups mentioned above is at such a stage that the
complete sequence ot the BPA molecule should be elucidated in the
near future,' permitting a more rigorous identitication ot the mdified
residues.
The main problem in the location 0t the Dns-peptides in the
amino aaid sequence of BFAis that Tery low'..yields were obtained on
the puritication ot the peptides. In many cases this does not permit
a detailed analysis ot the peptides. The cause ot the low yields ..is
not clear. The completeness ot the elution ot thepeptides trom
paper can be checked by drying the paper atter elution and testing tor
residual tluorescenee. wtLenthis was carried out. it appeared that
the elution procedure was comparatively efficient. One reason tor
the low yields could be that the Dns-pept1des adhere to glass. This
has been shownto occur wtthother pmteina (Iagunotf and Ottolenghi,
1966). In an attempt to test tor this 100 nmol ot ~!-Dns-lysine
•
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was subjected to the conditions used tor hydrolysis 01' the Dns-
peptides, evaporated to dryness, redissolved in $ (v/y) pyridine,
removed into a second glass tube, diluted and taken tor measurement
01' its concentration using the tluorescence method outlined earlier
(3.3.4.). This is the same process that the Dns-peptides undergo.
In the case 01' ~t-Dns-lysine it was tound that DO loss 01' material
had occurred. Although this might suggest that the Dna-peptides also
sutter no losses as a result 01' this process, such an assumption cannot
be taken as correct, since the peptide attached to the Dns group may.
alter its properties.
:::severalsteps could be taken to overcome the las ses which result
trom puritication 01' the 1Jns-peptides. One method 'WOuldbe to scale
up the whole process, but because 01' the limits 01' the peptide analyser
and the preparative paper electrophoresis, this would entail running
many duplicate samples and then pooling them. A second method would
be to alter the fractionation procedure in order to reduce the IlWIlber
01' peptides present in the digest betore the separation and puritication
steps. This could be achieved, tor example by carrying out a
cyanogen bromide cleavage 01' Dns-BPA. This would give ti ve tractions
(King and Spencer, 1970) which could then be separated betore turther
enzymic cleavage. A third, and probably the best method 01' reducing
losses on puritication 'WOuldbe to design a system in which the Dns-
peptides could be selectively removed trom the digest 01' the moditied
protein. One such system would be the use 01' immobilised antibodies
to Dn. groups to purity Dns-peptide. trom the other peptides. It is
this latter technique whioh really merits consideration in an attempt
to improve the study' 01' the tertiary struoture 01' proteins using
•
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ohemical moditication with the reagent Dns-Cl.
Despite the low yields obtained on the puritication ot Dns-
pept1des, six ot them were located uniquely in the amino acid
sequence ot BPA(Table 8). In some cases the location ot the
moditied amino acid could only be determined to within t'ro residues.
This occurred where two lysine residues were se:parated by a single
amino acid and it was unoertain which ot the two was moditied. One
other peptide could be located in one ot two unique posi tiona in the
amino acid sequenoe ot the protein.
The peptides listed in Table 8 as being ambiguous all had at
least tive and, in some cases, as manyas twenty-one possible positions.
It the ambiguous peptides are considered, it is tound that, ot the
seven, all but ona could be due to overlap ot the positions ot
moditication already identitied. The remaining peptide, no. 101, must
correspond to another site ot moditication ot BPA. There are, in tact,
only tive possible locations tor such a moditication, given the amino
acid analysis ot the peptide. These are residues no. 3, 9, 17, 19 and
48.
One othar interesting tact to emerge trom Table 8 is that very tew
O-Dns-Tyrosine peptides have been analysed. Whenthis is compared
with the nwmbersotE-lysine and O-tyrosine groups which have reacted
with Dns-Cl (3.3.), it suggests that the O-Dns-tyrosine peptides are
more susceptible to losses on puritication.
It should be noted that the six peptides which have been located
unambiguously in the amino-acid sequence ot BPAdo, in fact, account
tor sevan ot the modified resitlues in the protein, since peptide 82
contains both an O-Dns-tyrosine and an ~-Dns-lysine group.
One tinal point which should ba noted concerning the location
•
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ot the Dns-peptides in the amino acid sequence ot BPA is that it may
prove impossible to identity all 17-18 modified residues, as some
ot the Dns-Cl may have reaoted with the imidazole groups or histidine
residues. Such Dns-amino aoids cannot be isolated as they are very
susceptible to hydrolysis in strong acid (Gray, 1967J. HOwever, the
results ot the amino acid analysiS ot Dna-BFA (3.3.) indicate that
very tew, it any, histidine residues are modified by Dna-Cl, as the
number ot Dns groups,estimated from amino acid analysis is greater
than the value obtained from the assay system (3.1.2.).
•
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4.4. '1m TEHTlARY ~TRU~~ OJ!' BPA
Having identified some of the residues which are modified when
Dns"(';l reacts with HPA, the final step is to determine bowmch
information about the tertiary structure of BPAcan be derived from
these results. If it is assumed that the modification of a residue
Wi th Dns-Cl depends on its degree of exposure to the solvent, then
the results in Table 8 suggest that there are,so tar, about 8 areas
of the peptide chain of B.PAwhich can be said to be exposed, in some
way. in the tertiary structure of the protein. These areas are
spread throughout the peptide chain. It was felt that, in the
models for the tertiary structure of B.PAproposed at present (Figs.
1-3), the lengths of the peptide backbone which are ~st likely to
be exposed are tbose which are involv.ed in linking the "pseudosub-
units" (1.6.). It was hoped that the tunctional groups in such
regions would be readlly moditied by Dns-Cl. However, a comparison
of the results obtained (Table 8) with the structure of the models
showed that none of the IOOdifiedresidues was tound in a region of
the chain corresponding to the sections linking the "pseudosub-units" •
The main piece of structural intormation which can be derived
from the results obtained in this study is the surprisingly low
reactivity ot the functional groups in the protein towards Dns-Cl.
It has been sbown earlier (4.1.) that this phenomenonis probably
caused by El sterie eftect which renders many ot the reactive groups
in the protein inaccessible to the reagent used. Heterogeneity in
the reactivity of lysine and tyrosine side-chains has also been
demnstrated by other types ot chemical mdification of BPA.
Riordan!!. !!., (196:5) tound that, when BPAwas reacted with
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N-acetylim1dazole, only tour et the tyrosine residues were modit1ed.
In studies wi th other proteins it was tound that the numberot tyrosine
residues reacting with N-acetyl1m1dazole corresponded closely to the
numberot such residues thought to be exposed at the surface ot the
protein on the basis ot spectrophotometric titrations (Crammerand
Neuberger, 1943).
In studies ot the heterogeneous nature ot lysine residues in
serum albumin. Goldfarb (1970) reported the presence, in humanserum
albumin, of lysine groups having three distinct velocity constants
for the reaction with trini trobenzenesulphonic acid. The results
obtained by Jonas and Weber (1970) on the partial moditication ot
BPAwith dicarboxylic anhydrides suggested that about ~ ot the
lysine residues in the protein were buried.
Oneproblem 1n using chemical moditication to 1nvestigate the
extent to Which reactive groups are exposed in a protein is that the
numberot groups which are classitied as being on the surface ot
the protein can vary depending on the reagent und. Boyd!l !!.,
(1972) round that, using N-acetylsuccin1mide, 50% ot the lysine reSidues
in BPa could be acetylated, .whereas, using N-acety11m1dazole only 3)C}>
ot the lysine residues reacted. On the other hand, using a ditferent
reagent, Habeeb (1966) tound that virtually all the lysine residues in
BPAcould be acetylated. He also showed that all the lysine residues
in the protein could also be succinylated, ni tl'Oguany1ated, guany'lated
and am1dlnated,indicating that the accessibility ot reactive groups in
a protein must be defined in ter.ms ot the reagent used to study them.
Oneother interesting tact which emarged trom the work ot Ha'beeb
(1966) _s that the effect ot modification on the tertiary st:ructure
of the protein depends on the reagent used. He tound that amidination and
•
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guanidination produced no signiticant structural change, while
ni troguanidination produced a moderate change and succi~lation and
acetylation caused a large alteration in the shape of the protein.
The one advantage that the present study has over lOOstot the
other investigations ot chemical modification is that an attempt is
being made to locate the reactive residues in the amino aCid sequence
of the protein.
ot the pro tein.
This will give muohmore informtion about the structure
At the moment, completion ot this part ot the study
is dependent on the improvementot the puritication methods tor the
Dns-peptides.
Once the required information has been obtained and a more detailed
picture of the tertiary stl'1cture of BJ:'Ahas emerged, the system
outlined in this work can be adapted to study several other aspects
ot the shape ot the protein. One example ot this is that, by altering
the degree ot moditication, the order in which the residues react with
Dns-Cl can be established. A second application ot the chemical
moditication ot HPAwith Dna-Cl is in the identitication ot the binding
sites tor small molecules on lll'A. 'l'his can be studied by blndlng a
given molecule to the protein, mditying the EPAand then determinillg
whether bindillg ot the small mlecule has masked any ot the residues
which react with Dna-Cl. A similar application would be in -the study
ot the regions ot BPAwhich are involved in the d1merisation ot the
protein. lt is also hoped that, since the moditication has been
extensively studied in BPA, the system can also be applied to an
investigation ot the tertiary structure ot other proteins.
In conclusion, theretore, it my be stated that the \1lOrkcarried
out in the course ot this thesis has demonstrated several points:
•
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(1) the reaction of Dns-Cl with a protein to produce a large degree
of modification has peen well characterised. (2) The best conditions
for the production of Dns-EPA have been established. (3) The
extensive modification of BPA has been shown not to significantly
affect the structure of the protein. (4) It has been discovered
tm t the norml methods of peptide purification are probably not the
best way of isolating the Dns-peptides produced on digestion of Una-EPA.
(5) The only problem preventing a large amount ot in:tormationabout
the tertiary structure of EPA being obtained is the design of a
purification method for the Dna-peptides. study of this last point
will lead to completion of the system for :_investisatingthe structure
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SUMMARY
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'rhe main aim of this st.udy Vv'aS an attempt to produce a
simple method of invostigating the tertiary structure of bovine
plaSma albumin (BP1\..). It was "hopedthat the techniques devised
would be applicable to the study of other proteins of a B imHar
size.
There were two main reasons for using BFAin this study.
Firstly, it is easily obtainable in a relatively pure form.
Secondly, the tertiary snructure of this protein is of interest
because it binds an unusually large and structurally very diverse
range of compounds. This binding is largely determined by tho
structure of the protein.
The basic idea behind this research was to bind a reactive
molecule to certain residues in the protein, enzymatically digest
the modified protein and separate the peptides to which the moleoule
is bound. Aminoacid analysis of the peptides would then locate
the modified residue in the primary sequence of the protein, which
is already virtually complete. "If a sufficiently large modifying
reagent was used, it was hoped that only the reactive groups exposed
on the surface of the protein would be able to react. Whenthe
reacted groups were then posl tloned in the amino acid sequence of
BFAthey would indicate which regions of the peptide chain lay at,
or near, the surface of the protein. This, in turn, would permit
deductions to be made about the shape of the protein.
It was decided to use the fluorescent reagent l-dimethylamino-
naphthalene -5- sulphonyl chloride (Dns-Cl) in this study as, for
several reasons, it appeared to be very suitable.
The initial step in this study was to investigate the extont
of, and the factors which influence, the reaction of Dna-Cl with
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BPA. Bofore this could be ~arried out, it was essential to devise
a method of determining the molar ratio of Dns groups to EPAin the
modified protein. Three d~fferent assay techniques were tested
and a suitable system was selected.
Whenthe reaction of Dna-Ol,with BPAwas studied it was found
that under normal conditions 17-18 Dns groups were bound to each
BPAmolocule. On the basis of the amino acid analysis, this would
sur,cest that only about one-fifth of the rea.ctive groups in the
protein have been modified. Alteration of several experimental
parameters did not greatly increase the degree of modification
obtained. If, as is suggested, the major restriction on the
modification of groups in the prutein is a sterie effect, it should
prove possible to modify all the reactive groups in EPAif the
tertiary structure of the molecule is disrupted. f1'l1iswas also
investi[~ted and shown to be possible.
Having studied the reaction of Dns-Cl with EPA, the next stop
was to show that the structure of the IOOdified BPAwas not significa.ntly
different from that of the native protein. This is essential if it
is intended to relate the pattern of modification to the tertiary
structure of tho original protein. The structures of the modified
and native proteins were investigated using circular dichroism and
tritium exchange. In both cases slight structural changes were
found on mod1f1cation, but these were not significant COmparedwith
other well-characterised ohanges in protein structure.
The final Ata~ in this study is to locate the reSidues, which
have been modified. in the amino acid sequence of BPA. Several
proteolytic enzymes were examined and it was found that pepam was
most sui table for the degradation of Dns-BFA. The mixture of Dns-
peptides produced by this di~dstion v~s initially separated using
a peptide analyser. A number of fractionation procedures were
tested for use in the rur-tner- purification of the Dna-pept.Ldes,
As a result of this investigation it was decided to use h1gn-
voltage paper electrophoresis. Once the Dns-peptides had been
purified, they were subjected to amino acid anaLyafs , 'the modified
residue was identified and, where possible, the amino acid which
had reacted with Dns-Cl was located in the amir~ acid sequence of
the protein. In this way, eight of the modified residues were
identified and it appeared that the exposed regions of the peptide
chain occurred at regular i.ntervals in the sequence. However,
the location of the remaining modified residues, and the more
detailed information which would result from this, could not be
deduced due to low yields on the purification of the Dns-peptidas.
Until this problem has been overcome, the main result of this
research is the infol~tion that has been obtained concerning the
unusually high number of reactive groups which are not exposed on
the surface of the protein in its native form and a comprehensive
survoy of the reaction of high concentrations of Dns-Cl with HPA.
All,yes, I wrote the 'Purple Cow' -
I'm sorry, now, I wrote it~
But I can tell you, anyhow,





Ser-Leu-IIis-I'hr-Leu-l'he -Gly-As p-Glu-Leu-Cys-LYS-Val-Ala-S er-Leu-Arg-G lu-Thr-TYR- ( GIy ,AsP )-Met-
80 go 100~
L1a-( Cys,Cys,Glu,Asp )-LYS-Glu-( Glu,Gln,Pro )-Arg-Asn-Glu-C!ys-Phe-Lou-..Ser-His-LYS- ..\sp-Asp-8er-Pro-Asp-Leu-
2ro-LY3-( Leu,?ro,Asp )-LYS-
110 120








Ser-) ..Ic~-Arg-Gln-( CYD,AsY-,Glx,Phe )-LYS- Leu-Arg-Cys-A1a-Ser-Ile-Gln-IJYS-
210








TYR-Glu-( Oys,Glu,LYS )-Ala-Thr-Leu-Glu-Glu-( Oys,Cys,Ala )-LYS-
280








~, .,.;..~ ys-Ilc-Ala-G lu-Val-G lu-LYS-Asp-I1e-Pro-G lu-Asp-G lu-J?ro-?ro-Ieu-Thr-Ala:-Asp-J?he-Ala-G lu-A.sp-LYS- A "'.u"';\f ""l-("'\T""'-L'\r~_~~, ~i4 ... ~'._.... 4.AI v.,; ~ !.l.....,
. '1 ..... ".
~::.;.,' ; '! 350 360 370
::;~;.'" sn-TYR-Gln-G1u-Ala-LYS-Asp-Ala-Phe- Leu-Glu-Cys-Ala-Asp-Asp-Arg-A1a.-( Asp,Leu,Ala )-LYS- LElu-Ser-GL'I1-LYS-
t~r.; . 380 390
~;rM'he-prO-LYS-Ala-G lu-Phe-Val-Glu-Val,.Thr-LYS- Ser-Leu-:l ly-LYS-Val- ( Thr. Gly )-Arg-Cys-Cys-Thr-LYS- Pro-G·lu-Ser-
:f~:~'f;'1 400 410 420
:?~?~ttlu-Arg-( Lcu,Asp,Glu,TYR,Cys,li1et,Leu,Leu,Asp,Ile~,?ro,Ser,Leu )-Arg-Arg-Pro-Cys-Phe-Ser-Ala-1eu-Thr-Pro-Asp-Glu-
;i::~ 430 440 45C
,1~r~~hr-1IYR-Val-Pro-LYS-Ala-J?hc-Asp-G1U-LYS-Leu-Phe- Ser-( Asp,Asp,Thr,Thr,Glu,Glu,Ala,Leu )-LYS-Lcu-Cys-Val-Leu-
.~·I)~ . 460 470







( G1u,Ala:.,Oys,Oys ,Can )-Phe-Ala.,-Val-Glu-Gly-Pro-LYS-Lcu-Val-Val-Ser-T·hr-Glll-Thr-Ala-IJeu-Ala.-COOH
.~ The Am.ino.!I.cid :Jequence of P:":2A (J3row'net &., 1971)
Lysine and tyrosine residues are shown in capitals for clarity.
